
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

FILE NO. 81-300 

In Re Modification of Canon 3A(7) 
of the Minnesota Code of Judicial 
Conduct. 

WCC0 Radio, Inc., et al, 
ORDER 

Petitioners. 

TO: Petitioners and other interested parties 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DIRECTED that the time for filing briefs 

in the above-entitled matter may be, and hereby is, set for October 30, 

1981, for petitioners and December 7, 1981, for all other interested 

parties. 

DATED: October 29, 1981. 

Chairperson 
&ki,ssion on 

Cameras in the Courtroom, established 
by Order of the Supreme Court dated 
August 10, 1981 

APPROVED: 



c+/&~ 7 ‘-4 LJ::. ._ ‘a. _- 
J T , 

ST TA. 
DISTRICT DISTRICT 

October 20, 1981 

JUDGE OTIS H. GODFREY. JR. 
1539 COURT HOUSE 

Honorable Robert J. Sheran 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court 
State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minn. 55101 

Dear Chief Justice: 

In Re: Modification of Canon 3A(7) 
Special Commission 

&y -~&90 

On October 20, 1981, I appeared as a witness before 
the Commission and have filed my written statement on the 
issue before that body. It is my understanding that the 
Commission is operating under an order and rules laid down 
by the Supreme Court, including a provision that requires 
the Commission to file its report by November 16, 1981. 

Because of this severe time limitation, they have 
indicated that all briefs must be filed by October 30, 1981, 
making it well nigh impossible for the trial bench to 
prepare a meaningful presentation of its position. 

We have requested 60 days after the filing of 
petitioner's brief so that we may include comments on the testi- 
mony of witnesses and the exhibits filed with the Commission. 
Mr. Pillsbury, the Chairman of the Commission, denied our 
request, and indicated that any such request should be addressed 
to the Chief Justice. We would therefore respectfully request, 
pursuant to Rule 121, that your original order be amended to 
afford adequate time for the filing of briefs on this vital 
question. Mr. Paul Hannah, who represents the petitioners 
herein, has indicated that he would not oppose our request. 

FILED 
I------ $ OCT 2 2 1981 
i .-. ,.I “. 

(-jHG : JQHN MCCARTHY 
CC: Paul Hannah CLERK 

VerA truly yours, 

& . . 
OTIS H. 



December 14, 1981 

Mr. John S. Pillsbury, Jr. 
930 Dain Tower 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 

Re: Minnesota Advisory Commission on Cameras 
in the Courtroom 

Dear Mr. Pillsbury: ' 

This is in response to your letter of December 10, 1981. 

The facts as you state them are correct. I -believe that 
your letter, a copy of Judge Godfrey's letter and a copy 
of this letter should be made a part of the record in 
this case. I add these observations: 

1. The findings and recommendations of the Commission 
are advisory only. The Supreme Court will act de novo in 
deciding what, if any, action will be taken on the petition. 
Lf any change from the status quo is recommended by the 
Commission a hearing will be held before the Supreme Court. 
Public notice of such a hearing is given. 

2. Knowing of your background, a former district 
judge and a person with no prior experience with the 
electronic media.or the trial courts were named to the 
Commission to assure balance. 

I will be leaving the court on December 18, 1901, and will 
not be a member of it when your report is filed. This 
exchange of corresnondence will be useful to the court in 
evalua:ing the situation, I believe. 

Yours very truly, 

Robert J. Sheran 

CQk 



” .: 

JOHN S. PILLSBURY. JR. 

Chief Justice Robert J. 
Minnesota Supreme Court 
230 State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 551 

%3O DAIN TOWER 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55404 
01% l 558-4888 

Sheran 

55 [10lW M&AI&THY: 
ELERK 

RE: Minnesota Advisory Commission on Cameras in 
the Courtroom 

Dear Chief Justice Sheran: 

I found the enclosed letter from Judge Godfrey on my desk 
on Wednesday, December 9 after returning from a brief business trip. 

I am sure you will remember that when you first approached 
me about becoming involved in this matter of the media in the court- 
room, I told you about both of the items referred to in his letter. 
My recollection is that you called me back after a few days and told 
me that you had discussed the matter with some or all of the other 
justices and had concluded that the circumstances of this matter and 
the assignment of the Commission did not create a situation where I 
should not serve. 

I concluded yesterday that the best way to handle Judge 
Godfrey's letter was to call him on the phone and tell him about our 
conversation, which I did. While I don't think it is of much signi- 
ficance, he told me that he had sent a copy of his letter only to 
Judge Segell. 

While in view of our conversation I don't really believe 
it is important, I can say with respect to the points raised in Judge 
Godfrey's letter that my son did move to Phoenix, Arizona at the end 
of August and resigned from the Board of KSJN. With respect to my own 
situation, I have subsequently found out for another reason that my 
precise status in respect to Channel 2 is set forth in the by-laws of 
that corporation as follows. “It states that the Board: 

may, in recognition of past service to the corpora- 
tion, elect any former Trustee as a Founding Trustee. 
Founding Trustee shall have the rights and privileges 
of a Trustee of the corporation, except that the 
Founding Trustee may not vote as a Trustee or be 
counted for purposes of a quorum under Section 4 above, 
nor be required to consent to any action in lieu of a 
meeting under Section 5 above." 



Chief Justice Robert J. Sheran -2- December 10, 1981 

Obviously I would not have undertaken the assignment if I had 
felt in my own mind that these situations would affect my objectivity 
and now that we have had the hearings and learned more about the matter, 
I feel even more that way. 

JSP:bp 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 

E&5 



JIJDGE OTIS Ii. GODFREY, JR. 

1531 COURT HOUSE 

iqr . John S. Pillsbury, Jr. 
330 Dain Tower 
&inneapolis, Minnesota 55404 

BOHNMGCARTHY 
CLERK 

Re: Supreme Court Commission on 
Modification of Canon 3A(7) 

dear Mr. Pillsbury: 

As you know I appeared as a witness and submitted a written 
statement to the Commission at the October 20, 1981 hearing on 
cameras in the courtroom. Since receiving the Court's order of 
extension of time, I have prepared a brief, hopefully setting forth 
the position of the State District Judges' Association. 

In that process, and within the last two weeks, it has come 
to our attention that you are a founding trustee of Twin Cities 
Public Television, Channel 2, one of the petitioners in these 
proceedings. It is my understanding that founding trustees receive 
board minutes and are welcome to participate in board meetings as 
non-voting members. We have also learned that your son, Jock 
Pillsbury,was serving as chairman of the board of directors for 
;3innesota Public Radio,' KSJN, another of the petitioners, until 
ilis very recent move to Arizona. 

You will recall that Rick Lewis, a general manager of KSJN, 
rirlil. William Kobin, president of Channel 2, both were called as 
witnesses on behalf of petitioners in these proceedings. 

We are well aware of the outstanding record of achievement 
that you and your family have continuously made throughout the 
years in innumerable areas of civic improvement. Our community has 
unquestionably been the beneficiary of these altruistic activities. 

It would seem, however, that the Pillsbury affiliations with 
'~'win Cities Public Television (Ch. 2) and Minnesota Public Radio, 
~:WO of the petitioners, create an apparent conflict of interest 
-2 these proceedings which should be reviewed as soon as possible. 



JUDGE OTIS Ii. GODFREY, JR. 
1539 COURT HOUSE 

ST TA 
DISTRICT DISTRICT 

December 3, 1981 

Mr. John S. Pillsbury, Jr. 
930 Dain Tower 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404 

Re: Supreme Court Commission on 
Modification of Canon 3A(7) 

Dear Mr. Pillsbury: 

As you know I appeared as a witness and submitted a written 
statement to the Commission at the October 20, 1981 hearing on 
cameras in the courtroom. Since receiving the Court's order of 
extension of time, I have prepared a brief, hopefully setting forth 
the position of the State District Judges' Association. 

In that process, and within the last two weeks, it has come 
to our attention that you are a founding trustee of Twin Cities 
Public Television, Channel 2, one of the petitioners in these 
proceedings. It is my understanding that founding trustees receive 
board minutes and are welcome to participate in board meetings as 
non-voting members. 
Pillsbury,was 

We have also learned that your son, Jock 
serving as chairman of the board of directors for 

Minnesota Public Radio,' KSJN, another of the petitioners, until 
his very recent move to Arizona. 

You will recall that Rick Lewis, a general manager of KSJN, 
and William Kobin, president of Channel 2, both were called as 
witnesses on behalf of petitioners in these proceedings. 

We are well aware of the outstanding record of achievement 
that you and your family have continuously made throughout the 
years in innumerable areas of civic improvement. Our community has 
unquestionably been the beneficiary of these altruistic activities. 

It would seem, however, that the Pillsbury affiliations with 
Twin Cities Public Television (Ch. 2) and Minnesota Public Radio, 
two of the petitioners, create an apparent conflict of interest 

+ in'.these.proceedings which should be reviewed as soon as possible. 

OTIS H. GODF 



STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DISTRICT COURT, SECOND DISTRICT 

SAINT PAUL 56102 

HYAM SEGELL 
JUDGE 

ROOM 1409 
COURT HOUSE 

STEVE JANICEK, JR. 
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 

TEL. 298 - 4101 

November 25, 1981 

SUPREME COUKL 

FILED 

Mr. John S. Pillsbury, Jr., Chairman 
Advisory Commission on Cameras in the Courts 
930 Dain Tower 

CLERK 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 

Dear Mr. Pillsbury: 

As you probably know, Judge Godfrey is in the process of 
writing a brief which will summarize the position of the Dis- 
trict Judges Association in opposition to Paul Hannah's brief. 
Consequently, I do not feel the necessity of writing anything 
further myself. As I indicated to you previously, however, I 
thought I should submit the article which appeared in the 
Minnesota Trial Lawyer in its March-April, 1981, issue. That 
also, incidentally, contains the position of Judge Joseph 
Summers of our Bench, who, as you know, is generally in favor 
of cameras in the trial courts. 

I have added three footnotes to my article, which are 
self-explanatory, and have enclosed the original article from 
Quaere, the University of Minnesota Law School newspaper, from 
which I quote in a footnote. 

The only other thing that I would add is that, in my judg- 
ment, petitioners in this matter have wholly failed to sustain 
the burden of proof, which is theirs,to establish (1) that the 
public's understanding of the operation of the courts would be 
improved and elevated, and (2) that the use of cameras in the 
trial courts would not endanger the proper functioning of 
those courts and the liberties of individuals, particularly in 
criminal cases. I submit that you cannot allow cameras to be 
used in the trial courts if you only find that their use will 
have entertainment value for the public, because you would 
then be saying that the courts may be used as an entertainment 
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vehicle; this would be utter folly, and in so saying, you 
would be totally abdicating your responsibilities as Commission 
members. 
submit, 

You can only allow cameras in the trial courts, I 
if you find (1) that you are convinced by a fair pre- 

ponderance of the evidence that the use of cameras will raise 
the public's understanding of the operation of the courts and 
(2) that the educational value of this benefit outweighs the 
risks and detriments which have been so carefully outlined in 
the testimony of the respondents. In other words, you must 
find that the benefit which you foresee outweighs to an ap- 
preciable extent the possible danger to the liberties of in- 
dividuals and the added burdens on courts. Absent such find- 
ings, the prohibition against cameras contained in Canon 3(A)7 
must be continued. 

On that note, 
leagues. 

I would submit the issue to you and your col- 

Respectfully yours, 

HS/s j 

Enc. 

cc: Paul R. Hannah, Esq. 
W-1700 First National Bank Building 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101 

Judge. 
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by Hon. Joseph Summers 

by Hon. Hyam Segell 

‘I‘& disaGrccmcnt between those who be1ick.c the 
mass media should be able to usi: modern tcchnoicgy 
to cover the courts and those who do not is based 
upon passionate convictions. 

This disagreement will not go away because of the 
C/znndl~r decision. 

What is necdcd, 1 think, is a new approach. Let 
each side practice what it preaches. Judges who prefer 
sketch artists to Nikons should not be forced to 
accept methods of news coverage which they believe 
wilt distort the proceedings before them. 

In the same breath, however, we should not all have 
to march in the same lock-step. .Judgcs who bclicve--- 
with the U.S. Supreme Court-that the mass media 
are surrogates of the public in getting and 
disseminating news ought to be free to allow the 
media to USC 20th-century technology to broaden 
coverage of the courts. 

Canon 3A (7) ought to be repealed. “Technological 
coverage” ought to be left up to the trial judge. Let 
those who want to allow use of the new technology in 

On Jan. 26, 1981, the United States Supreme Court 
decided the case of Chandler v. Flor-ido, 49 Law Week 
4141. Although the Court recognized the serious risk 
of juror prejudice in some cases and the impediments 
which might result from prejudicial broadcast ac- 
counts of pretrial and trial events, it neverthclcss 
determined that, under the principles of federalism, it 
could not impose an a 

P 
solute constitutional ban on 

ali broadcast coverage.‘The ink was barely dry on 
the opinion when the hut and cry went up from the 
news media in the Twin Cities area. For a week or 
more the public was bludgeoned with the time-worn 
cliches which the bench and bar of Minnesota have 
heard rcpeatcd so often in the last three or four years. 
For example, in newspaper articles and editorials 
they regaled us with the usual litany about freedom 
of the press, which somehow has been translated into 
some kind ol freedom of the photographer and 
freedom to intrude into the judicial process. Then 
came the argument about the people’s right to know, 
which, according to the media. emanates from the 
language of the First Amendment. This fiction, which 
hc media has pcrpct uatcd for ]‘ear-s, has begull to 
ichic\pe an almost h;lllowcci status in their minds. ‘l‘he 
proven’ record of commercial television in the ficlti of 
public education is, no doubt, rcsponsiblc for- this. 
Again it was acclaimed that ii 90-second scgnicnl ol 

trial news could .provc to be a valuable Icarnini: 

4 
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their courtrooms do so, and Ict those \vho do not, 
refrain. If a trial judge doesn’t want a camera in his 
court, he shouldn’t havc.to put up wilh one-,---but ho\+ 
is hc hurt, if I have a camera in mint? 

Judges who don’t want cameras in their courts \vifl 
argue that “local 0ption”tcavcs them open to pressure 
from their local media to change their minds. .f’hc 
answer to this, of course, is “yes.” 1 doubt, though. 
whether the pressure would be any greater than that 
to which judges arc now subjected when newsworthy 
matters occur in their courts. 

Pressure is pressure and it goes with the territory. 
“What about litigants?” many wilt ask. 
Within my own experience, the fjresence of a large 

audience in the courtroom sometimes has had such an 
intimidating effect on witnesses that a nice 
unobtrusive camera would have been a relief. We do 
not keep audiences out of our courtrooms because a 
witness is nervous. Why keep out the cameras? 

If trial judges have the discretion to control 

i 

tcchnofogicaf coverage of court proceedings we can 
handle those situations where a witness may truly be 
intimidated bv such coverage as these situations arise. 

I wish the Supreme Court would repcat Canon 3A 
(7), adopt rules governing fighting, cquipmcnt, and 
pool feed such as are contained in the rules proposed 
by the Joint Bar-f’ress-Radio-l‘\’ Committee, and 
leave it up to each trial judge to decide il’ 
technological co\‘crage is to be allowed in his or her 
court. 

If this is done, the common law and the prcssurcs of 
litigation wilt work out an ethic of technological 
coverage which wilt be as satisfactory as the customs 
which have grown up about print reporting. The 
courts and the media wilt get along fine. 

1 have watched TV coverage of the Carol Burnett 
tibcf trial and seen TV and radio coverage of the 
California evolution trial. I think the people of 
Minnesota should have as much chance to see their 
courts in action as do the people of California. 

experience for all of us. I?nafly, we were told that, 
w&h the Clzandkr decision and the enormous sudccss 
of the Minnesota Suprerhe Court’s experiment with 
cameras, we now could come out of the dark ages of 
trial court coverage if we allo\ved the experimentation 
to be conducted in Minnesota. 

Our Minnesota Supreme Court has had, on a 
rather minimal basis, an opportunity to observe the 
effect of television cameras in its court. Far from 
being the huge success that has been portrayed by 
the news media, the mcmbcrs of the Supreme Court 
have not been impressed \vith the editorial content 
of the material shown on television: moreover, the 
kinds of cases which have been tclc\,iscd ha1.e not 
been inf0rmatii.c to the public, nor could the public 
get the flilVOr of what transpires in the Supreme 
Cour?‘ft has become quite clear that our Supreme 
Court has the gravest doubts that, even with the 
greatest perception on the part of members of the 
public. they could be informed about the bvorkings of 
the court in 90 seconds. If the public’s perception of 
wflat transpires in that court has not been enhanced, 
it could hardly bc said that its pcrccption of the trial 
courts \voulti bc enhanced I)? the same kind ol‘cspcr- 
iencc. r\;ot~vitlist;lntIitig the rcpcatecf statemcnrs 01‘ 
the media rcgar-cling the s~icccss 01‘ the csperimcnt in 
our Supreme Court, the I:lct is th:rl it has pro\,cd to 
bc a dismal failure. Morcovcr, it has hccn of so little 

5 

interest to the news media to broadcast from that 
court that they have not even taken the trouble to go 
there for more than a ycar?‘Somehow, though, the 
public’s right to know does not seem to have suffered. 

The perception of the news media people as to the 
effect of Chandler is strangely different from the 
perception of lawyers and judges. The decision does 
not realty open the door to the use of cameras in the 
trial courts in Minnesota or anywhere else. In fact, 
it strongly suggests the use of great caution in this 
area. Since what the United States Supreme Court 
said in Ci~andler is what the trial bar and trial bench 
in Minnesota has said for years, there realty should 
be no further controversy engendered in Minnesota. 

One cannot quarrel with the concept of federalism 
expressed in the Clzandkcr CSX. States should have 
the right to determine how authority is to be exercised 
in their own courts in the area of broadcast journalism. 
By ruling as it did, however, the Supreme Court did 
not put its imprimatur on such experimentation in 
this arca. On the contrary, the risks of such exper- 
imentation were fully recognized not only in the 
maiority opinion but more cspccialfy in the concur- 
rink opinions of Justices Stewart illld White. 

After referring 10 Justice I-IilrlLlrl‘S statement in 
/~~~cJ.s v. 7i~sa.s. 381 U.S. 5.32, that “courtroom tclc- 
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vision introduces into the conduct of a criminal trial 
the elements of professional ‘showmanship,’ a 11 
extraneous influence whose subtle capacities for 
mischief in a cnsc of this sort will not be undcr- 
estimated by an>* lawyer expcricnccd in the elusive 
imponderables of the trial arena,“ Justice Stewart 
went on to say in C/m&r: 

“It can accurately be asserted that television 
technology has ad\,anced in the past 15 years, and 
that Americans are now much more familiar with 
that medium of communication. It dots not follow, 
however, that the ‘subtle capacities for serious 
mischief’ arc today diminished, or that the ‘im- 
ponderablcs of the trial arena’ arc now less elusive.” 

This is very little different from what the Hoard of 
Governors of the Minnesota State Bar Association 
and the bar itself in convention assembled said when 
it adopted the following statement contained in the 
Minority Statement of the .Joint Bar, Press, Radio 
and TV Committee Report: 

“2. While the phJ.sical distractions of cameras 
and other clcctromc devices have been lessened by 
state-of-the-art improvement, the subtle psycho- 
logical distractions resulting from their presence 
have sufficient ad\,erse impact upon jurors and 
witnesses to detract from the full presentation and 
careful evaluation of evidence in both civil and 
criminal cases.” 

The risks of cameras in the courtroom arc as real 
today as they were at the time of Estes, according 
to Justice White in his concurring opinion in Clzamr’lrr: 

“By reducing Est~s to an admonition to proceed 
with some caution, the majority does not under- 
estimate or minimize the risks of telejrising 
criminal trials o\.cr a defendant’s objections. 
I agree that those risks are real and should not, be 
permitted to dc\*clop into the reality of an unfair 
trial. Kor does the decision toda\,, as I understand 
it, suggest that any state is any less free than it was 
to avoid this hazard by not permitting a trial to be 
televised over the objection of the defcndnnt or by 
forbidding cameras in its courtrooms in any 

criminal case.” 

The telc\rision. radio and ncwspapcr people 
constantly berate US \\fith the idea that they arc 
uorking 111 the public intcrcst. that they have only 
the public good at heart, and that they waist to 

educate the public. Nothing could bc further from 
the truth. ‘l‘he cstcnsive and wealthy comrncrcial 
cntcrpriscs which connprihc our radio and tclc\,iaion 
stations opcratc under 01x sirnplc formula, to 
assemble \,ic\\,crs and listcncrs and sell advertising, 

23 

and to state that they are motivated by promoting the 
public good and that they arc acting as public scrvicc 
organizations in doing this is a sheer masquerade. 
They should not be permitted to look to the courts 
for entertainment of the public, and they should not 
be alloLved to mislead the public that they will be able 
to educate them if they get into the courts. They alter 
reality ci’cry time they point a camera at it. and the 
courts of this state simply should not become vehicles 
for entertainment; nor should they become involved 
in the perennial ratings war between competing 
television and radio stations. 

The words of Chief .Justice Warren in his concur- 
ring opinion in Testes v. Texas, supra, arc as timely 
today as they were when he wrote them, because they 
express clearly the risks that all lawyers and trial 
judges see in having television cameras in their court- 
rooms: 

a. Televising trials would divert them from their 
proper purpose and would have an inevitable 
impact on the participants. 

b. Televisillg trials would give the public the 
wrong impression about the purpose of trials, thus 
detracting from the dignity of court proceedings 
and lessening the reliability of them. 

c. Televising trials singies out certain defendants 
and subjects them to trials under (different) con- 
ditions not experienced by others. 

Now that Chandler has been decided, the Supreme 
Court has confirmed that the risks are as great today 
as they were at the time of Estes. Since any state is 
free to avoid these risks by keeping cameras from 
intruding into their courtrooms and intruding upon 
the adjudication of human rights, which, of course, 
is the sole function and purpose of the judicial 
machinery, the door should finally be closed on the 
photographic coverage of trials in Minnesota. More 
importantly, the not-so-subtlc efforts of the media 
to intimidate the h4inncsota Supreme Court into 
allowing experimentation in the trial courts should 
finally come to an end. 



FOOTNOTES 

Footnote 1. The Supreme Court framed the issues in the following language: 

"(W)e have before us only the limited question of the 

Florida Supreme Court's authority to promulgate the canon for 

the trial of cases in Florida courts. 

"This Court has no supervisory jurisdiction over state 

courts and, in reviewing a state court judgment, we are con- 

fined to evaluating it in relation to the Federal Constitution." 

After ruling that the use of television cameras did not consti- 

tute a per se denial of due process, the court held that the 

concept of federalism expressed by Justice Brandeis in his dis- 

sent in ~Vuu S;tate. Ice Co. v. Liebn!mvr, 385 U.S. 262, 311 (19321, 

must stand as a guideline for their decision. r-.\ 

The Court quoted-this language from the dissent: 

"TO stay experimentation in things social and economic is 

a grave responsibility. Denial of the right to experiment may 

be fraught with serious consequences to the Nation. It is one 

of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single 

courageous state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a labora- 

tory; and try novel social and economic experiments without 

risk to the rest of the country., This Court has the power to 

prevent an experiment. We may strike down the statute which 

embodies it on the ground that, in our opinion, the measure is 

arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable . ., . but in the exercise 

of this high power, we must be ever on our guard, lest we erect 

our prejudices into legal principles. If we would guide by the 

light of reason, we must let our minds be bold." 



Footnote 2. Footnote 2. The quoted statements of Chief Justice Robert ‘J. Sheran which The quoted statements of Chief Justice Robert ‘J. Sheran which 

appeared recently in Quaerc, appeared recently in Quaerc, which is the University of Minne- which is the University of Minne- 

sota Law School newspaper, sota Law School newspaper, corroborate the expressed view that corroborate the expressed view that 

the public's understanding of the operation of the Supreme the public's understanding of the operation of the Supreme 'r 
k 

Court in Minnesota has not been improved. Court in Minnesota has not been improved. 

. , ./- . , ./- 

In an interview which appeared in the October, 1981, edition In an interview which appeared in the October, 1981, edition / 

of that newspaper, the Chief Justice, in commenting upon the of that newspaper, the Chief Justice, in commenting upon the i 

introduction of television cameras into the Supreme Court, was introduction of television cameras into the Supreme Court, was 
I 

quoted as saying: quoted as saying: 

"I haven't seen any great public benefit that has "I haven't seen any great public benefit that has 
a 

followed from it; followed from it; I don't think the citizens of the I don't think the citizens of the i 
i 

I 
State of Minnesota have any better idea of what goes on State of Minnesota have any better idea of what goes on 

in the Supreme Court than they did before." in the Supreme Court than they did before." 

Footnote 3. Footnote 3. It is interesting to note that in the more than four years in It is interesting to note that in the more than four years in 
/ 1 which the electronic media have been in the Supreme Court of which the electronic media have been in the Supreme Court of 

Minnesota, Minnesota, not one station has seen fit to do a public service not one station has seen fit to do a public service 
i. 

. . 

broadcast or a documentary which might have proved informative broadcast or a documentary which might have proved informative 

to the public about the workings of that court. to the public about the workings of that court. 

. 
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Saint Paul Black Ministerial Alliance 
.--_- - --------. 

451 W. Central Ave. .. 
St. Paul, Minn. 55103 

Phone 227-4444 I 

Pres. Rev. James Battle 
Sect. Rev. Dr. Earl Miller 
Treas. Rev. Thomas VanLeer 
Chaplan, Rev. T. Williams 

Justice And Righteousness For All. 

NOVEMBER 2, 1981 

I 

Judge Otis H. Godfrey 
District Court 

Dear Sir: 

This letter is to inform you of our opinion and concern of Television 
Cameras being admitted to the Court Room. We have discussed both sides 
of the issue , pro and con, and we feel very strongly against allowing 
T.V. Cameras to be admitted in any court rooms. 

We feel this will do great damage to the person or party's appearing before 
the Judge or Jury, wheather innocent or quilty before the law. It even 
puts the witness in an embarrassing position, as well as all others in 
the eyes of the public. 

We further realize that the court rooms are not private, but further than 
that why should the actions of the courts be into the private home. It 
also intrudes upon the rights of the Judges in their own court room, who 
must make all types of right and just decisions. 

Therefore, our organization bitterly oppose permitting Television Cameras 
into our courts 100 Percent. 

President 
Black Ministers Alliance 



FETZNER & PORTER 

JOHN W. FETZNER 
JOEL D. PORTER 

GLORIA O’CONNELL SONNEN 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

502 SECOND STREET 
TULGREN SQUARE * 3RD FLOOR 

HUDSON. WISCONSIN 54016 

TELEPHONES: 
WI 

December 8, 
7 1 S-366-5644 

1981 MN 6 12-436-5945 

Mr. John S. Pillsbury, Jr. ;:I -i ,I. .~ 
Chairman 

i _;-_ 1 .: .\ ., .; 

Advisory Commission on Cameras in the Courtroo Ill-- 
960 Dain Tower 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 

LO&i M 

Pear Mr. Pillsbury: 

A question that is now before the State of Minnesota 
has passed through the State of Wisconsin. The question 
I believe basically is this -- is "the news" that important 
that it may undermine the rights of a litigant, counsel for 
each litigant, whether they be plaintiff or defendant and 
also hamper the trial judge with reference to the conduct 
of a trial, and also aiding the lawyers to make a capable 
and competent record in the event the case be appealed. 

I believe that to allow cameras within the confines of 
a courtroom during the course of a jury trial, whether it be 
civil or criminal, would very definitely dampen the rights 
of that litigant, plaintiff or defendant, as well as would 
work to the advantage or the disadvantage of counsel that may 
be in trial at that time. The court reporter is not forgotten, 
as without question the record and presence of different types 
of camera equipment is not only going to have an effect upon 
the jury but certainly as a practical matter will have an 
effect upon the witnesses and witnesses that are to follow 
which are sitting in the courtroom waiting their turn to be 
called. Also, it is extremely important that not only the 
atmosphere and the actions of litigants and the counsel and 
the court be kept as clear as can be, the most important 
factor is rights of that litigant and the duty of the trial 
judge to make as clear a record, together with the action 
by counsel that will protect everyone concerned upon appeal. 
These particular items are but a few that should be mentioned 
and that have been felt by anyone who is trying cases in the 
courtrooms in this and other states. I felt it was my duty 
to write you as I did in the State of Wisconsin that we 
cannot substitute the question of people having the news and 
all information as they have not lost that right because a 
courtroom is open to all at any time unless a determination is 
made to the contrary by the trial judge. Therefore, the news 
media are losing nothing and the absence of a collateral 
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factor which may influence not only the jury but witnesses 
prospective witnesses,as well as the Court and attornevs , 

----, - should not be allowed to be tampered with or even a -.- 
be taken with it. 

1 rbance 

I would ask that your committee determine preferably 
that cameras not be used within the confines of the courtroom 
or in the alternative to lay down specific guidelines as it 
is very necessary, and once the damage is done it is too late. 

I thank you for allowing me to write you on this, I am, 

W. Fetzner 

JWF:jb 
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November 25th, 1981 

Mr. John S. Pillsbury, Jr. 
Advisory Commission on Cameras 

in the Courts 
930 Dain Tower 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 

CLERK 

Dear Mr. Pillsbury: 

In your capacity as Chairman of the Commission on Cameras 
in the Courts, I am taking the liberty of sending you three (3) 
copies of an article "Critical FOCUS" in the November 1981 Popular 
Photography and a review of "Joe McCarthy and the Press" in the 
October 18, 1981, issue of the New York Times Book Review. I send 
them to you in the hope that you might think them related to the 
subject matter of your Commission and of interest to you in 
forming your decision. 

Sincerely yours, 

S&g%s-, P.A. 

SDK/ms 

Enclosures 



“bu wouldn’t believe 
how much I’ve learned 
about ~~o~o~ra~~y in 
the last two years? 
“1 started from scratch-wanted to 
be a photographer but really didn’t 
know anything about it,” says Kevin 
Mitchell, Photography graduate of 
the Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale. 

Kevin started his photography 
career while still in school, working 
freelance, shooting publicity photos 
on a cruise ship and photographing 
interiors for a commercial designer. 

At The Art Institutes, you start 
with the basics and learn by doing. 
The schools prepare more students 
for careers in art than any other 
single source in the country. 

To learn how you can prepare 
for a career in photography, call the 
toll-free numbers listed below or 
mail the coupon. 

Toll free: 800-245-6710. 
In Pennsylvania: 800-472-1587. 

I-IuI-----uYII- 
Please send me a complimentary brochure. 
I am interested in the following location: 

0 Art Institute of Atlanta 
Cl Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale 
0 Art Institute of Philadelphia 
0 Art Institute of Pittsburgh 
Cl Colorado Institute of Art 

Name _ ._.-._-._ ____ __ _____ _-_..-_ _ ._. _ 

A&dress.. _ _~. 

City . . ..state Zip 

Phone( 1. Yr. of I-IS. Grad. 
Thr ,\\rt lnstitutzs. Dept. 
5’26 Penn Avenue, Ptttsburgh. f’r\ 15222 PI-11 
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By Kenneth Poli 

The all-seeing lens: is it used to bring 
the truth-or sensationalism (and sales)? 

As this is written, an Atlanta judge But the dark side of freedom of 
had just barred cameras from his the press is the possible slanting of 
courtroom during the trial of an news stories, consciously or other- 
accused murderer of two young wise, by reporters, photographers, 
Atlantans. and editors. 

Four TV cameramen and four The tendency to believe what is 
news photographers had been de- shown in a sharp, clear, well-re- 
nied access to the courtroom to produced picture is nearly irresist- 
cover the trial. ible. Yet, it represents but a small 

The trial promised to have wide fraction of a second in the life of 
public interest, since the defendant the subject. For example, a photo- 
is chaiged with murdering two of graph of an angry-looking accused 
28 young people whose deaths 
have occurred over a two-year pe- 
riod, creating great fear in Atlanta, 
especially among children. 

Furthermore, photographers 
and cameramen have frequently 
been permitted into the court-‘- 
rooms in several states as a part of 
modern journalistic coverage of 
trials. The arguments for the pres- 
ence of cameras at a trial are sever- 
al and quite valid. 

man’s wife turning her head away 
from her husband as he passes her 
in the courtroom: is she spuming 
him, as it might seem? Or, a split- 
second before did another specta- 
tor make an accusatory remark to 
the defendant, causing his loyal 
wife to look angrily in the direc- 
tion of the spectator? 

Chances are that you can’t tell 
from looking at the picture and 
you are free to put the most sensa- 
tional interpretation on it that you 
wish, unless a caption is at pains to 
tell the story. The picture hasn’t 
told the whole truth. 

The lawyer for the Atlanta Press 
Club is quoted in The New York 
Times for Aug. 26 as saying rhat 
television would allow reporters to 
watch and report the progress of 
the trial from an adjoining room, its mission to inform the public. 
phoning in their stories without But the selling of newspapers, 
the need for leaving and reentering magazines, and television news 
the courtroom. shows often seems to insist that the 

Much is made in journalism of 

It was further argued that tele- public be informed in the most in- 
vising the proceedings would in- teresting (i.e. sensational) way pos- 
sure more accurate news reports. sible, rather thal> dispassionately. 

Such arguments are persuasive Think about the Pulitzer Prize 
. and have won permission for pho- news photos you’ve seen over the 

tojournalistic trial coverage in the years. With rare exceptions they 
past. And I suppose we will be show life at its grisliest-execu- 
hearing outcries from phologra- tions, deaths by fire, explosion and 
phers and print journalists’ groups accident, criminal acts--in short, 
about first-amendment rights. . I they often /conhued cw pugc 80 
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_ Critkal Facus 
contirrucci from page I6 

show what will sell papers. 
I don’t blame the photographers or 

the television cameramen who seek out 
similarly tilillating tilaterial to show us 
at dinnertime. As viewers who continue 
to accept sensationalism in picture pre- 
sentations, we are to blame. Photogra- 
phers and cameramen are giving us 
what we collectively seem to want. 

Picture coverage itselfoften influ- 
ences events. We hear, for example, of 
groups of demonstrators for or against 
a particular cause, who have rather list- 
lessly been circling with their placards. 
Suddenly a TV crew arrives to cover 
the story. The demonstrators quickly 
become vocal, militant, loud with slo- 
gans, vibrant with shaking fists. Willy- 
nilly, the very presence of the camera 
has created a “media event”- the im- 
age the photographer wants for widest 
viewer attention. 

So it would seem that total access to 
courtroom trials by photographers is not 
absolutely necessary to protect the pub- 
lic’s right to know the truth. 

Regardless of the crime the defend- 
ant is supposedly to be tried by his 
peers, a jury-not the newspaper and 
television audience. The presence of TV 

and still cameras, even those as silent as 
the Leica, can be far more intrusive 
than the lap-held notebook of a pri!lt 
reporter--and far more likely to pro- 
duce a media event on the part of par- 
ticipants in the trial. 

In short, photo coverage, ejpecially 
of trials that are inherently sensational, 
could conceivably even warp the al- 
ready eccentric course of justice. 

The judge who denied photographers 
access to the trial of the suspect in the 
killing of two of 28 young Atlantans 
cited several thoughtful reasons for his 
decision. 

“Because of the worldwide publicity 
generated by the. . . case,” he said “it is 
only natural that an overwhelming ma- 
jority of the public-out of sheer inter- 
est and curiosity-would want to see a 
publicly televised trial. 

“However, we must not let our emo- 
tions color our good judgment, for we 
must weigh and balance the,desire for a 
televised trial against the potential 
harm or danger that might be done to 
those children and families who were 
adversely affected by the ordeal. Some 
of them had to undergo psychiatric 
therapeutic treatment while others are 
still being treated today.” 

Cameras communicate powerfully. 
And each year they probe more deeply 

Digital klodels 500 and 520 Both electronic models offer precise pushbutton timing from 0.1 
second to 99 minutes, 59.9 seconds-plus automatic reset. Two timo settings may be pro- 
grammed on Model 520, with recall to each cycle. Printer or enlarger and safelight are con- 
trolled through separate outlets. A metronome sound may be operated optionally. Signal sounds 
when timer reaches zero. CSA and UL listed. Classic Model 300 Ideal for developing, enlarging, 
color processing. Luminous dial shows seconds for enlarging and minutes for developing. Two 
separate outlet receptacles control enlarger or printer and safelight by a combination time/ 
focus switch. Built-in buzzer has volume control. GSA and UL listed. Thrifty Model 310 GraLab’s 
luminous dial developing timer in a large, economy size offers timing of any interval from 1 to 
55 minutes.,Features not required for developmeni-second hand, enlnrgcr and safelight outlets 
-have been omitted for economy. Built-in buzzer has volume control. CSA and UL listed. 

Model?. 300,310 
available with 
braille dial. 8200 So. Suburban Rd., Centervilla, Ohio 45459 6 (513) 433.7600 

00 

into areas of society and personal life 
that have in the past remained private. 
In general, this is good, because, in gen- 
eral, the truth will make us free. 

But there remain events, emotions, 
relationships, and principles that serve 
society better by their being kept from 
the camera’s all-seeing eye. It remains 
for thoughtful men to balance the pub- 
lic’s right to know against the individu- 
al’s right to fair treatment. 

Society’s freedom survives only as 
long as that of its individual members. 
Keeping cameras out of this particular 
courtroom seems to interfere little with 
the freedom of the press. 0 

LensTest Glossarv 
(See Lab Report on page 133) 
Aberrations: A flawlessly manufactured lens 
may still exhibit residual aberrations (image 
faults). Often, certain aberratlons are permitted 
by the designer to minimize others felt to be 
more harmful to image quality. 
Astigmatism: Causes lines radial lo the optical 
axis, and lines perpendicular to these, to focus 
in two different planes. Improved by stopping 
down. 
Centering: The center of curvature of each lens 
surface should lie on a common line. 
Coma: Comet- or tear-drop-shaped images of 
off-axis points of light. Improved by stopping 
down. 
Contrast test: Contrast levels are compared 
electronically between the image of a coarse 
and fine slit, and the result is expressed as a 
percentage. 
Critical i-stop: The largest opening at which the 
aberration being examined is considered to be 
under satisfactory control. 
Distortion: Causes image of window frame (for 
example) to bow out (barrel type) or in (pincush- 
ion type). but does not influence sharpness. Not 
improved by stopping down. 
Flare: Causes an overall loss in contrast. Some- 
times called “veiling glare.” 
Flare test: The lens is presented to a target 
consisting of a totally black spot surrounded by 
a uniformly bright field of infinite dimension. The 
amount of light energy present in the center of 
the image of the black spot is measured and 
expressed as a percentage of the light energy in 
the image of the bnght surround. 
Laterai chromatic aberratlon: A variation of 
magnification with color. Not improved by stop- 
ping down. 
Longitodlnal chromatic aberration: A shift of 
focus with color. Not improved by stopping 
down. 
Spherical aberration: Causes a focus shift as 
the lens is stopped down. 
T-number: The actual maximum f-number divid- 
ed by the square-root of the percentage of 
transmitted Ilght. 

., .,. . _ 

Vlgnettlng: Causes underexposure at the cor- 
ners of the film. improved by stopping down. 
Misc. terms and practices: Gloss working lim- 
its are measured from the target 10 the foremost 
portion of the lens when it IS set to its closest 
focusing posItion. Tho close-lrmil Co/d size is 
measured at this point. The portions of the 
image field exammed during both the contrast 
and star tests are the canter, I,$ out. */3 out, and 
far edge for rectangular formats and correspond 
to the following positrons wIthIn tho 24xWmm 
format of a 35.mm camera’s image: the centor, 
6 mm off-cenler. 12 mm off-center. and 18 mm 
off-center. Square formats aro examined ‘at Ihe 
cenlor. hallway to the edge, at the odge. and at 
the corner. 0 
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By Edwfn R. Dayley. 
27opp. Mcuffson: 
The Unlversfty ofWfscon5fn Preas. $26.50. 

By GEORGE E. REEDY 

, 

ERHAPS the most traumatic experience for the 
American press In the 20th ceutury was tba dIa- 
covet-y, thruugh tho late Jos McCarthy, of Its 

vulnerahlllty to manipulation by an outsider using 
~rules devlcod by joumallats themselves. To this day, 
correspondents who covered the career of the Wlecon- 
sin Senator wince whon they recall the feeling of Impo- 
tence with which be left them. 

This is the slice of hlstory addressed by educator 
and former reporter Edwin It. Boyley In “Joe McCar- 
thy and thePress,” It Is a tale worth repenting at this 
time, for though the word McCarthyfsm has virtually 
displaced the word demogoguety, the man hlmself 
and hle crusads agalnst “Communists In govem- 
ment” are almost forgotten. There Is a WhoIe new gcn- 
eratlon thnt needs to know what happens when a polltl- 
cal frcdoctar smashes through conventlons deslgned 
to keg the so&I dlalogua clvIlIzed. 

Mr. Bayley - In a rare comblnatlon of scholamhlp 
and readablllty - pslnstaklngly puts together the 
records that are avallnble and the recollections of ro- 
porters of that period. The result la still confuslng, but 

I- llfetlme. Howave;,.an overall pfcture @mar&, and It 
IG one of a press that wns virtually controlled by 
strings In the bands of an extraordinnrlly deft puppe- 
teer: 

Joseph McCarthy, a man In a hurry to go someplace 
even though ho was not certain of hls destlnatlon, dls- 
covered early that most Americans got thelr news 
from the blg vrlre agencies and that these ngencles 
would carry almost any nccusatlon from an authorlta- 
tlve sourca even 11 the valldlty 01 the accusntion was 
suspect. Thle was a routlne discovery that had been 
made by many Washtnglon politlclans In the past. 
None of thorn, however, had really made much use of 
It, slmply because the wires nlso canled the factual 
malorlsl that onnblcd the public to put the story Into 
perspective. Mr. McCarthy was not a routlne conator. 

/-. 
He devl-ed the brllllant Otrutogy of maklng charges of 
Communlbt subverslon with no factual basis whae 
soever; thle meant that the charge would stand un- 
challenged except by the vlctfm hlmself - whose rs 
sponse would appear self-serving to the publfc. 

There were many other Ieccts to the McCarthy 
operation. He learned the press cycles-those periods 

- when currespondents had to write a story even though 
they had Inodequata facts, 3 nnd those porlodr when 
they might have tlrne to dig up the facts. He kaew how 
to srnorhor the response to a charge with a new 
charge, and he was a ma&or of whnt lawyers call sub- 
reptlon- the fine art of using m!nIendlng innuendo. In 
the employ of a lesoer man. none of these devices 
would hnvc worked, Even In I:15 hands they would not 

Contfnuad on Pqqc 39 
---_._--- 

George E. Reedy, Nleman Prolessor of Joumahsm 
at Mnrquotto tJnlverolty, rqxn-tr~I on Corqress for the 
Unlted furs? for many years and was White House 
preys secretary In tho Admlt~lstratlon of President 
Lyndon B. Johnson. 
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the TerroroJChemfcal Warfare. ‘fore ’ 
Uy Sterling Scagmve. scrfb 
316~~. New York: .I WidU 

hf. Evam &Co. 2JL.95. cum1 
rw5 

By THOMAS POWERS may 
V&J! 

HE evidence Is clrcumstantlal. The first rePor& 

n royallet trlbesmen backed by rdmc 

tkmal poison gases do not 
cause hemorrhaging. 

mcrrtly dcnlcd uslfig poison gas. At the Unlted Na:lons 
Stxrctsry Genqbl U Thant sold. “The fncts are In 
sharp dispute a& 1 have no means of ascertalnlng the 
truth.” 

In the late D70’e refugees from the Laotlau hlgh- 
LAIYLS rep0 ir;i strange attucks by Soviet-hullt planes 
wh!ch dropped lnrgo bags that burst In the air and 
spread II fine yolk~w powdar over llmong vlllagcs. One 
witness descrlhed the people ns lying down and going 
to sleep. When tha witness came closer, he saw skin 
bllstcrs on the victims nnd blood coming from nose 
and mouth. Sotnt* of those who did not dle right away 
- ---...-..--- -._. - .-__.__ 

Thomn6 Rawem, the nrrfhor of “The Man Who Kept 
tht: Secrets,” Is wrlllng n book about strutcglc wcap 
OIIS. 
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Conttn”&wn Pa$p II 
have worked had It not lxon for 
support, tacit and open, tmm 

the Ropublkan esruhlt5hmont 

and, what I8 more Important, 
had there not &en an cudlor!ca 
with a paaalonate de&-o to Ix?- 
!love. EQrtbermoro, he was 
capltallting an e.arllor rev&a- 
tIon8 that Communkts ma!ly 
had workcd thelr way !nto gov- 
ernment. 

If thorn In a w&moas In thla 
book, It Ilea In the absence of 
Smntor McCarllty’s “tnto ba- 
lIevera”- that collef9Ia of 0m- 

blttered men and women who 
shared h!s burning mentrnont 
sga!nst nll those who, because 
of racq creed and anc&raI 
pedigree, “had it mhde” the day 
they were born. l2106e followart 
swarmed through the corrIdora 
of Capitol Hll! breathlq Jaco. 
bin I!re and ex~&!zq !n the ter- 
twlzlng of “otrtped pants” dip 
lomats hy the!r champion. For 
them, evidence and argument 
were a waat0 of tlmo; all they 
bought was tqet !dentIf!ca- 
uca. . . 

Mr. Bayi& idils B&P) r&e.& 
lng nnecdotfx Ho cites the ex- 
perlance of colrinultst Joe hlsop, 
who In a dlacusalon with PP p4ls- 
co&n automobllo dealer wan 
told tllat Socmtary of State 
Dean Acheaon must ba a Com- 
munbt becau~ he was %I 
jaIl.‘,‘SInce Mr. Achcmnhadnol 
even been IndIcted. those who 
rcmembar Joa Al%p can easily 
picture hia aputtsrIng rcs~nse. 
Thocc who remember the MS 
Cartby followera can Just an 
eaelly plctum the faI!ure of that 
response to make any Impact an 
the autnobilo deal&r. TNS 
sltuallon wns typlcal of the perI. 
d, Q&m both SUpport and oppo- 
eltlon took on the quality OX 
mystical belle!. W&t Is m1332.lng 
In Mr. Bayley’a bo& Is better 
Intjlght lilt0 what mnde people 
fez! that wny. 

Gcnornlly cqxy&lr~, RS the nu- 
U~or domonstratm, the prces dtd 
not do a good Job In stmlghtan- 
Ins out the confualon. Tbera 

Aufhor’s Qzmy -- 
For a study o! my ~re&unc!e 

Sylvrotcr Phelp Hod~dotl 
(l&?Qlf%tl), Pston art!at. I 
would nppwclnta kcxdng kom 
anyone with Information relat 
lng to his life or the whemabauti 
of his paintlngs. 

RACXRL T. BUXIAB 
82 WRGtd~~tQn stt-ed 

Ayer, lvQwx8.01432 

, Senafor Jcwph McCarthy. 

were 8ome outstanding axcap ‘m~ders wore genemlly ant!-?&- 
t1onR-- cormapoodanta at Cnrthy anyway. It la doubtful 
tachad to large “prestige” whether even the moat percep 
newspapera that could allot-d tlve reporting had much to do 
tbo Ume for thoughtful re23earch with the Senator’s ultimate fate. 
and dared to u3a lnnovatlve: pm- That was pmb~bly the ffsult of 
scntatlom. But Mr. B~ylcy doea changing GOCIQ! nnd eccnomlc 
not make the point that these ex- condltlona and of tbo Scmator’s 
cept1onc were reQortaI7I who own bad judgmmt In tuta!iq bIi 
worked fctr newapapem whcae f!re on follow RepublIcana o! a 

-. 

mom moderare slrlpe. 

strotche~ crt*ullh; b*y:yond 
llmlts of al1 but tbo Inner cf. 
of the IrlltMxl - a omrtll 
nority at any time. 

This Is not tha doflnltfve b 
on senator McCArthy olmply 
caune that will rc.quiiV “l 
mom pempwtlve on the tlr 
than 1s now poas!hl0. But w 
the defInlt!ve lxc~k Ia wr!tta 
wlll havo to drew hmvfly cm 
Hayley’a work. Mom-~whllo, 
book, should not accurnu’ 
dust on wno archival ahell 
ahould be requirvd madirq 
the natIon% joum.al!sm s&c 
‘and aewo RB a needeil joll 
those modern-day jmmp.1 
who may Buffor &urn the 1 
alon that mUil!!7ulatlon of 
preaa IS pooafble only tiu-o 
cormptfon. 

Them 11‘0 many mtcrx 
mry t-qmrtem who hnve I 
lime cmdideim that It a 
happen ogeln. Mr. Baylay, 
thls m&war, was part c 
rwportorlel gcrrordcin that c 
had a sfrnilar cm~flderkco Ir 
ability to reps! the at&L 
those who would bmd the p, 
to thofr own ends. Read:n.~ ti 
ttqpxmi to that g;Ci&Q 
might lnzstlll twome lwehd 
mlllty Into & correqm& 
of the present tW10. EJ 

. ..An absorbing recreation of an 

Washington Post Hook World 

The b vl ? k ?I! 
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told fro 
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November 30, 1981 

Mr. Sheldon D. Karl-ins, P.A. 
Grossman, Karlins, Siegel & Brill 
512 Builders Exchange Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 

Dear Mr. Karlins: 

Thank you for your letter of November 25 
with the enclosures. 

I haven't yet had an opportunity to read 
them, but I am sure they will be interesting and 
helpful and I am having copies sent to the other 
ComTlissioners as well as to Paul Hannah, the counsel 
for the petitioners. 

Sincerely yours, 

JSP:bp 
John S. Pillsbury, Jr., Chairperson 
The Minnesota Advisory Commission 
on Cameras in the Courtroom 



JUDGE OTIS l-l. GODFREY, JR. 
1539 COURT HOUSE 

ST 
DISTRICT 

December 7, 1981 

Mr. John S. Pillsbury, Jr. 
Commission Chairman 
123 State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minn. 55155 

Re: Modification of Canon 3A(7) 

Dear Mr. Pillsbury: 

Under separate cover we have provided you 
with copies of my brief in opposition to the petition 
herein. Please be advised that this brief was 
discussed by the State District Judges at their recent 
meetings on December 1st and 2nd, 1981. 

While the brief remains the work product of 
the undersigned, I can advise you that it has been 
overwhelmingly endorsed by the Minnesota District 
Judges Association. 

Very truly yours, 

&k AYp$+#* 
OTIS H. GODF Y, R. 

0HG:re 

cc: Paul Hannah 
Judge J. Fitzgerald 

CLERK 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

FILE NO. 81-300 

In Re: 

Modification of Canon 3A(7) of the 
Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct. 

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION 
TO PETITION 

WCC0 Radio, Inc., et al, 

Petitioners. 

-------------------- 

"The purpose of a trial is to determine whether or not the 

accused is guilty -I' Justice Benjamin Cardozo. 

This Commission was appointed by the Supreme Court to hear testimony 

and make recommendations on the use of cameras in the courtroom. The 

selection of such a Commission is unique in Minnesota, since all previous 

civil or criminal rules have been adopted under the procedures prescribed 

by Chapter 480 of Minnesota Statutes. 

The petitioners seek to have the Supreme Court modify Canon 3A(7) 

of the Code of Judicial Conduct so as to permit the unlimited use of 

cameras in the trial courts of this state. Considerable time was spent 

demonstrating the use and technique of television equipment. We agree that 

cameras today are relatively quiet and can apparently be used under normal 

room lighting. All of the paraphernalia, however, is not yet invisible, 

and the mere presence of television may create untold psychological pressure 

on anyone put on public display by the all seeing eye. 

After years of training and experience, perhaps professional actors 

and anchormen can act normally, but even the Commission members, in these 
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comparatively informal proceedings, may have felt the pressure of constantly 

being 'on stage." What will the reaction be of that unknown subpoenaed 

witness in a future murder trial, as she walks up to the witness stand 

and sees that "unobtrusive" silent camera pointed in her direction? 

Unfortunately I don't have the answer to that question, but neither 

does the media, this Commission or the Supreme Court. Mr. Hannah argues, 

nevertheless, that any risk of violating the rights of a defendant or other 

litigants in a televised trial is “manageable.” This viewpoint of peti- 

tioners is not shared by the public, and has been rejected by an overwhelming 

majority of the trial.judges and experienced attorneys in Minnesota. 

If the members of this Commission, unencumbered by any ties to the 

petitioners, do in fact "represent the bench, the bar, and the citizens of 

this state", as Petitioners allege in their brief, then the mandate is clear: 

the votes have already been cast by all three groups against the petition. 

In a two year informal poll of hundreds of jurors in Ramsey County, 

Judge Hyam Segell found almost no support for the presence of cameras in 

the courtroom. After months of maneuvering at the committee level, the Board 

of Governors of the Minnesota State Bar Association likewise rejected a 

proposal to modify Canon 3A(7) of the Code of Judicial Conduct, and the 

1980 Bar Convention also voted its opposition to a relaxation of the rule. 

It is worth noting that the proposals of the media then debated were far less 

pervasive than those under consideration by this Commission. 

As did the trial bar, the trial judges studied the problem of cameras 

in the courtroom for over three years. A representative committee sought 

out articles on the experience in other states, read numerous commentators on 

both sides of the issue, and made its report in June, 1980. With only two 

or three dissents the State District Judges' Association voted to oppose any 
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change in Judicial Canon 3A(7). This brief attempts to articulate our 

opposition to the petition, and the reasons therefor. 

We would concede that cameras in the courtroom are technically 

feasible, but that is not the crux of the controversy. The dangers are 

eloquently stated in the landmark decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, 

Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965). The logic is still compelling: 

"(1) Televising of trials diverts the trial from its 
proper purpose, because it has an inevitable impact on all 
the trial participants. 

,(2) It gives the public the wrong impression about 
the purpose of trials, thereby detracting from the dignity 
of court proceedings and lessening the reliability of 
trials: and 

(3) It singles out certain defendants and subjects 
them to trial under prejudicial conditions not experienced 
by others." (p. 565) 

"Thus the evil of televised trials, as demonstrated by (Estes), lies 

not in the noise and appearance of the cameras, but in the trial partici- 

pants' awareness that they are being televised." (p. 569-570) 

As stated by Justice Clark in his concurring opinion, "ascertainment 

of the truth is the chief function of the judicial machinery. The use of 

television cannot be said to contribute materially to that objective, 

rather its use amounts to the injection of an irrelevant factor into court 

proceedings." (p. 544) 

We submit that we do not need any 'instant replays' on television to 

secure the rights of all parties, or to arrive at an impartial judgment of 

legal issues. 
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Justice Clark further states in Estes that the impact of courtroom 

television on the defendant cannot be ignored. "Its presence is a form 

of mental, if not physical, harassment. The inevitable close-ups of his 

gestures.: and expressions during the ordeal of his trial might well trans- 

gress his personal sensibilities, his dignity, and his ability to concen- 

trate on the proceedings before him - sometimes the difference between 

life and death - dispassionately, freely and without the distraction of 

wide public surveillance. A defendant on trial for a specific crime is 

entitled to his day in court, not in a stadium or a city or a nationwide 

arena." (p. 549) (Emphasis supplied) 

Have those ringing words lost their meaning to us today? Petitioners 

would have us so believe. They state that the Chandler decision "rejects 

the arguments found to be persuasive in Estes", and apparently find "a 

fundamental change of philosophy" of the Supreme Court. (Petitioners' 

brief, p. 25). Nothing could be further from the truth. 

Chandler v. Florida, 101 S. Ct. 802, 66 L.Ed. 2d 740 (1981), holds 

that Estes does not stand as an absolute ban on state experimentation of 

television coverage of trials, but the decision falls far short of endors- 

ing the experiment of cameras in the courtroom. It does not change the 

Estes holding that reporters have only the rights of the general public, 

namely, to be present, to observe and thereafter if they choose, to report 

on a trial. We would quote but a few of the statements of Chief Justice 

Burger in Chandler: 

"There was not a court holding of an (unconstitutional) per se rule 

in Estes . . . There is no need to overrule a "'holding' never made by the 

court." (Footnote 8, p. 809). 

"Selection of which trials, or parts of trials, to broadcast will 

inevitably be made not by judges but by the media, and will be governed 
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by such factors as the nature of the crime and the status and position of 

the accused - or the victim; the effect may be to titillate rather than to 

educate and inform. (Emphasis supplied) The unanswered question is whether 

electronic coverage will bring public humiliation upon the accused with 

such randomness that it will evoke due process concerns by being 'unusual 

in the same way that being struck by lightning is unusual.' Furman v. 

Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 309 (1972) Societies and political systems that, 

from time to time, have put on 'Yankee Stadium show trials' tell more 

about the power of the State than about its concern for the decent adminis- 

tration of justice - with every citizen receiving the same kind of justice. 

"The concurring opinion of Chief Justice Warren joined by Justices 

Douglas and Goldberg in Estes can fairly be read as viewing the very 

broadcast of some trials as potentially a form of punishment itself - a 

punishment before guilt. This concern is far from trivial." (Chandler, p. 812) 

Perhaps we could all agree that these statements by Chief Justice 

Burger in Chandler fall somewhat short of indicating support of petitioners' 

views in these proceedings, much less constituting a "rejection" of the 

holding in Estes, or an expression of any changed philosophy. There are 

no cameras in the U.S. Supreme Court or in any Federal Courts in this land. 

The decision in Chandler v. Florida, supra, simply permits Florida 

to continue its experiment, but gives no support to that effort. Commenting 

on the results in Florida, petitioners ' brief at page 16 alleges that "while 

Florida's survey (was) not performed as part?of a social science experiment, 

the validity of the data is unquestionable." Neither the U.S. Supreme 

Court nor the Florida Supreme Court agree with that conclusion. In footnote 

11, (p. 810 ) of Chandler, the Court states: 

"The Florida pilot progr,am itself was a type of study . . . While 

the data thus far assembled are cause for some optimism about the abilities 
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of states to minimize the problems that potentially inhere in electronic 

coverage of trials, even the Florida Supreme Court conceded the data were 

limited and non-scientific." (Emphasis supplied) 

Petitioners' brief, pages 17-18, regarding Judge Thomas Sholts' 

views on televised trials is likewise a startling misrepresentation of the 

truth. Petitioners seem to feel that Judge Sholts could find no adverse 

effect from the presence of broadcast media in his court, nor any unfair- 

ness because of that presence. The Commission has heard his statement, 

and of course has before it Judge Sholts' report to the Florida Supreme 

Court following the Herman murder trial. Any fair minded observer could 

only conclude that Judge Sholts has impartially considered the pros and 

cons and has voted 'no' on cameras in the courtroom. I would nevertheless 

quote some highlights of his evaluation: 

1. The widow of the deceased murder victim in the Herman trial 

objected to televising her testimony, but her challenge was rejected by 

the Florida Supreme Court. 

If this is an example of the standard of fairness urged upon us by 

the petitioners, it must be summarily rejected. Such a rule approaches 

a barbaric perversion of decent justice, which we thought had been long 

abandoned. 

2. There were no histrionics and no thespians,althouqh the danger 

of acting for the camera will always exist . . . One witness refused to testify 

from fear of her safety, partially contributed to by the television's 

presence. 

St takes only common sense to realize that such a circumstance is 

one of the inherent dangers in televised trials. Victims of crimes have 
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already suffered psychological and even physical harm, and an impartial 

observer could well ask why petitioners would seek to televise such a 

reluctant witness. Ms. Burton called particular attention to the emotional 

problems of sexual assault victims. The media's proposal that a trial 

judge's finding against televising should be appealable rai,ses the spectre 

of long trials with interminable TV recesses for appeal purposes, strangely 

reminiscent of those TV commercial breaks we have come to tolerate in pro- 

fessional football. 

3. Subsequent to the Herman verdict, the prosecutor objected on 

security grounds because of possible retribution against several prison 

inmate witnesses who testified for the State, and might not have been 

identified but for exposure on television. 

The Commission should know that even today we have some 60 to 70 

inmates in protective custody at Stillwater Prison alone, at a considerable 

extra expense to the State. We all are aware of the retribution and 

scorn heaped upon "stool pigeons" and "squealers" within penal institutions. 

If the proposed rules are adopted, we can be assured that a sensational 

crime within prison walls, or one involving recently paroled felons, will 

be just that sort of case that TV will select "to educate the public." Mr. 

Hannah's argument that TV trial risks are "manageable" would probably not get 

concurrence from Warden Erickson or the inmate-witness. 

4. Because of excessive pretrial publicity and the decision to 

televise the trial, the court sequestered the jury. 

Sbch a step is extremely rare in Minnesota, and has never been 

ordered in Ramsey County during my twenty years on the bench. At 1978 

prices the expense of jury sequestration in the Herman case amounted to 

$11,500. Ever greater burdens on the strained county budgets can reasonably 

be anticipated should the Supreme Court permit televised trials. 
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The obvious inconvenience to citizen jurors from such a long separation 

from their normal lives is another factor to be considered. 

The other problems mentioned by Judge Sholts, i.e.. possible chanqe 

of venue, length of jury selection, bomb threats and security searches were 

apparently all caused or exacerbated by televising the murder trial. A 

reasonable person could not argue that such incidents enhanced the delibera- 

tive process. Rather the risk of creating a prejudicial atmosphere far out- 

weighs any minor benefit of permitting a cameraman in the courtroom. 

As Judge Sholts states in his report, "when a defendant's problems 

become entertainment for the public, the trial takes on a different form 

than an orderly search for the truth. The chief function of our judicial 

trial machinery is to ascertain the truth. The use of television does not 

materially contribute to this objective." (p. 16) 

While Judge Sholts concedes that the experiment of televising the 

Herman trial worked out better than he believed possible, he nevertheless 

does not endorse cameras in trial proceedings. 

Petitioners' brief at pages 18-20 on related problems, "Fiirness to 

parties, witnesses refusal, witnesses and jurors adversely affected and 

other objections", i.e. grandstanding lawyers and judges, seems to have a 

refreshing naivitb, but it indicates little knowledge or appreciation of 

the tough realities of criminal proceedings. The trial judges know, from 

hundreds of years of collective experience, that witnesses ure threatened; ! 

that publicity sometimes makes it difficult to draw an impartial jury: 

that many people are reluctant to serve as jurors, or come into court to 

testify, because of their shy personalities; and yes, there are possibly 

some attorneys out there (certainly no judges:)who would love to grandstand 
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before a television audience, perhaps even furthering a political ambition. 

Human nature being what it is, we havenotreally changed much since the 

days of Estes, or even since the founding of the Republic. We must 

respectfully resist the temptation to make the jury box and the courtroom 

a sporting arena for the edification of our almost insatiable interest in / 

the bizarre and violent acts of our fellow man. 

The news media caters to that curiosity for its own gain, trying to 

sell more newspapers than the competition, or striving for higher ratings 

in order to sell more advertising. We are not overly critical of this mani- 

festation of the American pursuit of material wealth and success, but we 

do say that the courtrooms of this state should not become part of that 

process. Petitioners argue that reporters, editors and cameramen'?!kie 

now reached maturity, and that we need not fear such abuses as were present 

in the Hauptmann, Sheppard or Estes trials. Regrettably the facts are 

otherwise. 

In the Mossler murder trial, "the public went wild, the press went 

crazy." (St. Paul P.P. 10/11/81) Jean Harris' trial in the early part of 

this year for the murder of Dr. Tarnower became the center of what 

reporters called a "media zoo". The reporters themselves didn't enjoy 

the chase, and one New York Times photographer said she thought it "demeaning / 

for everybody, for the defendant and the press." (St. Paul Disp. 2/24/81) 

On the local scene I would refer again to the attempt of at least two of 

the petitioners, WCC0 Television (Ch. 4) and Hubbard Broadcasting (Ch. 5), 

to obtain the Ming Shiue tapes used in Federal Court. Their request was 

promptly denied by Judge Devitt, but we can legitimately ask if petitioners' I 

purpose therein was to educate the public, and also ask if this is an 

example of the mature judgment and editorial policy referred to in petition- / 

ers' brief. 
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Other glaring examples of excessive zeal by the media I will leave 

for the Commissioners to recall from your own observations and experiences. 

As Justice Cardozo succinctly stated, "the purpose of a trial is 

to determine whether or not the accused is guilty", and the role of the 

judiciary is to secure a steady and impartial administration of the laws. 

Any infringement of a defendant's right to a fair trial must be respectfully 

rejected, and the invasion of cameras into the courtroom comes within those 

parameters. 

The Constitution, Article VI, says that "the accused shall enjoy 

the right to a speedy and public trial," but this guarantee confers no special 

benefit on the press, the radio industry or television. To satisfy the 

constitutional requirements of a public trial, it is not necessary to 

provide facilities large enough for all who might like to attend. To do 

so would interfere with the integrity of the trial process and make the 

publicity of trial proceedings an end in itself. The function of a trial 

is not to provide an education experience. Rather the guarantee of a 

public trial is a safeguard against any attempt to use our courts as 

instruments of persecution, and the Sixth Amendment does not require that 

the trial be broadcast live or on tape to the public. The press may, of 

course, attend the trial and report on what they have observed. See 

Eli;tes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 575, 583-584 (1965); Nixon v. Warner 

Communications, 435 U.S. 589, 610 (1977). 

The trial of a lawsuit is a-deliberative process, and the entertain- 

ment of the public and specific rights of a defendant have never mixed well. 

Televised trials would be a dangerous experiment in Minnesota and the 

possible impact on defendants, witnesses and jurors is simply incalcuable. 
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The quality and integrity of all future trials is at stake. Petitioners 

concede that they want no rule limiting coverage to civil proceedings, nor 

do they want any consent provision, since experience in other states tells 

us that the bench, the bar and the public have consistently refused to 

give consent to be televised, thereby proving of course the lack of support 

for petitioners' proposal. 

We agree with petitioners' (Brief, p. 15) that anything which can 

increase our knowledge and improve our understanding of how courts work 

benefits a democratic government. To that end the bench and bar have long 

had an excellent educational program of speakers, pamphlets and slides 

available to schools, churches and civic organizations with precious little 

support, I might add, from any of the media. The State Bar Association 

has resorted to paid ads in newspapers, radio and television in order to 

tell its story. 

If one of the goals of the media is really to educate the public 

about the mysteries of the courtroom, we would call their attention to 

existing Canon 3A(7): 

"A judge should prohibit broadcasting, televising, 
recording, or taking photographs in the courtroom 
and areas immediately adjacent thereto during ses- 
sions of court or recesses between sessions, except 
that a judge may authorize: 

(a) the use of electronic or photographic 
means for the presentation of evidence, for the 
perpetuation of a record, or for other purposes 
of judicial administration; 

(b) the broadcasting, televising, recording, or 
photographing of investitive, ceremonial, or 
naturalization proceedings; 

(c) the photographic or electronic recording 
and reproduction of appropriate court proceed- 
ings under the following conditions: 

(1) the means of recording will not distract 
participants or impair the dignity of the pro- 
ceedings; 
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(2) the parties have consented, and the consent 
to being depicted or recorded has been obtained 
from each witness appearing in the recording 
,and reproduction; 

(3) the reproduction will not be exhibited until 
after the proceeding has been concluded and all 
direct appeals have been exhausted: and 

(4) the reproduction will be exhibited only for 
instructional purposes in educational institutions." 

We know of no request by Channel 2, the public television station, 

or any commercial enterprise for permission under this present rule 

to televise a trial. Perhaps we could all agree that the average litigation, 

civil or criminal, would probably not appeal to a large number of citizens 

and accordingly would not sell advertising or build ratings. As Mr. Hannah 

candidly stated in his closing remarks, his clients want to be in on Criminal 

trials, without adding the unneeded explanation - the Caldwells, Piper, 

Howard, Thompson, Trimble, Ming Shiue type trials are their abiding interest. 

In the opinion of the bench, the bar and the public, the tyranny of 

television is threatening the basic structure of our courts. Trials should 

reflect the integrity and moderation of the judicial process, although 

we concede that even under present conditions this is sometimes strained to 

the breaking point. Considerate men ought nevertheless to prize whatever will 

fortify that temper in the courts, and to reject whatever would threaten 

this unique and yet vulnerable institution. No man can be sure that he may 

not be tomorrow the victim of a spirit of injustice, by which he may be a 

gainer today. And every man must now feel that the inevitable tendency 

of such a spirit is to sap the foundation of public and private confidence 

in the courts, and to introduce in its stead universal distrust and distress. 

Such would be the result 'of piecemeal televising of only the more 

sensational trials. In the world today the television camera is a powerful 
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weapon. Intentionally or inadvertently it can destroy an accused and his 

case in the eyes of the public. It has helped to bring down a president, 

it has destroyed political careers, it has jeopardized businesses to the 

point of bankruptcy. We do not contend that all such actions have been 

with evil intent or without some public purpose, but such an instrument has 

no place in the courtroom, where we attempt to insulate the juries and 

participants from the waves of public sentiment. 

The inflexible and uniform adherence to the rights of the Constitu- 

tion, and of individuals is indispensable in the courts of justice. All 

citizens support the principles of freedom of the press, reasonable access 

of the public to open trials, and the right of every defendant to due process 

of law in every courtroom in this state. 

We submit that cameras in the courtroom will not enhance these rights. 

We respectfully urge this Commission to recommend to the Supreme Court 

that there be no modification of Canon 3A(7) of the Code of Judicial Conduct. 

Respectfully submitted, 

1539 Court House 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102 
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October 11, 1981 

Committee On Cameras In The Courtroom 
c/o Minnesota Supreme Court 
230 State Capitol Building 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Dear Committee Members: 

I am incarcerated at the Minnesota Correctional Facility - 
Stillwater. I have been following the hearings over the 
past two years regarding the news media wanting to use 
cameras in the courtrooms, and would like to offer my per- 
sonal opinion. 

One of the repeated arguements against it has been "it will 
infringe upon the rights of the defendant". To the contrary, 
I, and many other men here who I have discussed this matter 
with, agree that if the testimony of witnesses and the decisions 
of the judges while the trial is in progress were to come under 
the scrutiny of TV viewers, mainly law professors and experts in 
the field of forensic science, a defendant would stand a better 
chance of receiving a fair trial. 

Although its not openly admitted in the judicial system, the 
more serious the charge, the more burden upon the defendant 
to prove his innocence. And there have been many instances 
where the conviction has been based upon the "expert" witneses' 
testimony. I believe the experts would be more inclined to 
testify to the facts rather than what the prosecution wants the 
jury to hear if there was a possibility of such testimony being 
aired. 

Also, there have been numerous cases where the prosecution 
withholds evidence favorable to the defense. There again, 
if the trial was aired to the general public, persons with 
such information may be inclined to contact the court or the 
defense counsel when :.!J::!~ they discover the information is 
withheld. 

In closing, I believe that every defendant would not object to 
cameras in the courtroom if their was the slightest inclina- 
tion that by their presence it would contribute to a fair 
trial. The reputation of the accused has already been damaged 
by the mere fact of the accusation, irregardless of the out- 
come of the trial. 

Respectfully yours, 

Edward R. Clark 

EDWARD R. CLARK #loo675 

Box 55 
Stillwater, Mn. 55082 
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INTRODUCTION 

WCC0 and its co-petitioners have requested that Minnesota 

consider whether its courtroom doors should be opened to 

advanced broadcasting technology. This is a question which 

the Supreme Courtofthe United States says each state should 

decide for itself. Many states have already considered the 

issue. Most have decided to open their courtroom doors to 

advanced technology, at leaston an experimental basis. 

The Minnesota Supreme Court has entrusted the duty of 

considering the evidence on the issue and making 

recommendations for the state to follow to a three member 

Commission. You, as Commissioners, are representatives of 

the bench, the bar and the citizens of this state. 

In this representative capacity you have heard five days of 

testimony from proponents and opponents of expanded 

courtroom coverage and you have received voluminous 

exhibits. You must now sift through all that information as 

you ask yourselves several questions. Are there any benefits 

to be gained from allowing advanced broadcast technology 

into Minnesota courtrooms? If so, dothesebenefits outweigh 

any potential risks? Are the circumstances which spawned the 

Estes and Sheppard cases inherent in media coverage of our 

courts or are they problems which have been solved as the 

media has grown and matured? Do you trust Chuck Biechlin, 
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Reid Johnson, Bob Jordan, John Finnegan and the others to 

deliver what they promised in the way of increased coverage 

of our judicial process? Do you trust your fellow lawyers 

and judges to continue to act in a competent andprofessional 

manner? Do you trust your fellow citizens to continue to 

perform the duties of witnesses and jurors to the best of 

their abilities? Do you trust your sister states, who have 

already allowed an enhanced media presence into their 

courtrooms? 

This brief by WCC0 and its co-petitioners attempts to focus 

your attention on these questions and to highlight some 

factors to be considered in deciding them. 

I. TESTIMONY OF PETITIONERS 

Testimony was taken on five separate days over three weeks. 

Obviously, we cannotrecountthattestimonyin detail, nor do 

we need to summarize it. The issues have been well 

presented. However, since the Petitioners have the burden of 

convincing you to support an experiment with cameras and 

microphones, we felt it would be appropriate to capsulize 

their own thoughts and plans. 

A. Technical Presentation 

While much of the testimony presented by all interested 

parties was well-considered opinion or thoughtful 
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speculation, Petitioners discussed and demonstrated the type 

of equipment that would be used in and around courtrooms if 

the media were allowed to electronically cover trials. 

Kent Kobersteen, a staff photographer with the Minneapolis 

Tribune for sixteen years, demonstrated the types of still 

photography cameras thatcanbe usedin a courtroom. Cameras 

suitable for courtroom use are either instrinsically quiet, 

such as the Leica or -Nikon Rangefinder, or "silenced" by 

being put in a blimpingmechanism. 

Kobersteen stressed that photographers can work within 

guidelines which require them to remain in a designated area. 

The price a photographer pays for being a professional is 

being unobtrusive, stated Kobersteen. 

Stan Turner, a reporter/anchor at KSTP-TV, demonstrated the 

type of camera which would be used by television stations to 

cover court proceedings. (The same type of camera was used 

during the Commission hearings). This camera, using 

videotape rather than film, is completely silent anddoes not 

require extra lighting. The only part of the videotape 

equipment which has to be in the courtroom is the camera, 

which is stationary. The camera electronically feeds the 

picture to a videotape distributionunitwhich canbe located 

outside the courtroom. Television stations can then obtain 
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tapes of the proceedings simply by plugging videotape 

recorders into the distributionunit. 

Turner statedthatthe cameras presently in use by Minnesota 

television stations could get marginal, but usable, pictures 

from courtrooms even as dark as Judge Segell's. Both Turner 

and the camera operator felt that upgrading the existing 

light bulbs in dark courtrooms would probably be all that 

would be necessary to get usable pictures from even the 

darkest Minnesota courtrooms. 

Mark Durenberger, an audio consultant with 25 years 

experience in the sound industry, described different ways 

to expand audio coverage of court proceedings. Durenberger 

admitted that microphones can be obtrusive but stated that 

there are two ways to solve this problem. In courtrooms 

which already have audio systems (and most newer courtrooms 

do) the media need only tap into the existing system. No 

additional microphones would be needed. In courtrooms that 

have no audio systems, small, unobtrusive microphones can be 

used. Durenberger demonstrated the pressure zone mike which 

is very small, flat and picks up sounds over quite a long 

distance. Durenberger thought that one pressure zone mike 

might be sufficient to pick up all voices in a small 

courtroomthatdid not have muchbackground noise. 
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As with the television camera, each radio and television 

station would not need its own microphone in the courtroom. 

The sound from one audio system could be fed to a multiple 

feed box outside the courtroom into which any station could 

plug its own recording machine. 

Modern broadcasting technology has advanced far beyond the 

bulky, noisy cameras, intensely bright lights, and banks of 

microphones that characterized the media's early attempts at 

broadcasting trials. Even the witnesses opposed to expanded 

broadcast coverage of court proceedings, such as Judge 

Thomas Sholts, admittedthattheir oppositionwas not based 

on the obtrusiveness of the equipmentthatwouldbe used. 

B. Editorial Presentation 

The Petitioners also presented testimony from the people who 

will decide which trials to cover and what portions of those 

trials to show to the public. The news directors from the 

three largest television stations in the Twin Cities, the 

news director of the Rochester, Minnesota television station 

and the news director of a radio station in Willmar all 

discussed why expanded broadcast coverage of Minnesota's 

courtrooms was important and what their stations would do 

with such coverage. 

6 
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Wayne Ludkey, the news director at KTTC-TV in Rochester, 

worked at a Wisconsin television station before coming to 

Minnesota. In Wisconsin he actively participated in 

clarifying the broadcast guidelines Wisconsin uses in its 

courts. His station held clinics for its personnel to 

explain the Wisconsin guidelines and the reporters and 

technicians were committed to operating within those 

guidelines. 

Ludkey also stated that TV news is to a large extent the eye 

of the public; the public expects TV to be on hand to report 

on important events. Just as his Rochester station now 

covers city council and schoolboardmeetings in an effort to 

inform the Rochester citizens of the workings of their 

government, Ludkey would like to cover trials in the same 

fashion. 

Bob Jordan, the news director at KSTP-TV, worked in Florida 

when the Florida broadcast experiment began. Jordan 

testified that in his opinion the Florida experiment worked 

beautifully; the novelty of a camerainthe courtroomquickly 

wore off and the media and judges cooperated to make the 

procedure run smoothly. 

Jordan stressed that cameras and sound equipment in a 

courtroom allow reporters to be more accurate in reporting on 

7 
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trials. The reporter does not have to rely on memory, 

hastily scribbled notes or his own interpretation of court- 

room events; the actual words and pictures of the trial can 

be shown to the public and sensational testimony can be put 

in perspective. Jordan's Florida station covered civil as 

well as criminal matters, including labor disputes and bond 

validations. 

Chuck Biechlin, news director at WTCN-TV, commented that 

television news teams can either reconstruct events for the 

public or show the public the actual event. Biechlin 

believes the latter is preferable because it is fairer and 

more accurate. Biechlin is excited about the possibility of 

being able to cover civil cases more thoroughly because he 

believes many of society's changes start with civil court 

decisions. 

Joyce Holm Strootman, the news director at KWLM-AM in 

Willmar, stated that people in her community were very 

interested in community news and followed local news stories 

very closely. Complicated civil matters wouldbe much easier 

to report, she felt, if it couldbe done with the actual words 

of the trial participants. Strootman cited a recent credit 

union bankruptcy hearing and a school board controversy as 

matters which could be better presented to the public if 

actual audio tapes were used. 
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Reid Johnson, the news director at WCCO-TV, pointed out that 

the media was continually involved in the process of 

distilling information and events for presentation to the 

public in two to three minute reports or two to three 

paragraph stories. The issue facing the media is not whether 

it should distill events, stated Johnson, but what tools it 

should use. Cameras and microphones in the courtroom would 

enable the media to do a better, more accurate job of 

distilling information. Thus, allowing cameras and 

microphones into the courtroom will actually encourage 

additional coverage of the courts. 

Ron Handberg, the former news director and now general 

manager of WCCO-TV, agreed that allowing cameras and 

microphones into the courtroom would open up many 

opportunities for in-depth coverage of court proceedings. 

He envisions documentaries and special programs on specific 

trials and the justice system in general as well as more 

accurate news casts. 

Handberg also spoke about the fairness to the criminal 

defendant of expanded coverage. He statedthatthe media can 

actually be fairer to such a defendant by being in the 

courtroom. The defendant can present his case in his own 

words and not in the words of a reporter. The public can see 

the defendant testifying, and not trying to avoid being 

followed down the hall and outofthe courthouse. 
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Nancy Reid, a legal reporter for KDLH-TVinDuluth, testified 

that she had the opportunity to cover trials in Superior, 

Wisconsin where expanded broadcast coverage of trials is 

allowed. Reid echoed the sentiments of Jordan and Ludkeywho 

also had experience with televised trials. She stated that 

she had never seen the media violate Wisconsin's guidelines 

and that the judges and media people cooperated to ensure 

that trials ran smoothly. 

Both John Finnegan, executive editor of the St. Paul 

Dispatch/ Pioneer Press and Charles Bailey, editor of the 

Minneapolis Tribune, testified in support of the 

Petitioners' request for expanded courtroom coverage. 

Although coverage by microphones and cameras will not be as 

direct a benefit to newspapers as to radio and television, 

both Finnegan and Bailey felt that such coverage was 

important if the news media was to continue to do its job 

effectively. 

Both the St. Paul and Minneapolis newspapers have reporters 

regularly assigned to cover court proceedings. These' 

reporters will be able to write better and more accurate 

stori,es if they can use audio tapes of court proceedings 

rather than relying entirely on their notes. People will 

receive an added dimension from the newspaper stories if they 

are accompanied by pictures which highlight and illustrate 

10 
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particular points. Both editors stressedthatthe reporters 

they assigned to cover the courts were experienced 

individuals who took their jobs seriously and who would use 

expanded coverage rules to do their jobs even more 

professionally. 

C. Public Broadcasting Presentation 

Rick Lewis, the general manager of News and Information for 

KSJN, one of the seven Minnesota Public Radio stations and 

William Kobin, President of Twin Cities Public Television, 

Channel 2, both feel that expanded courtroom coverage would 

improve public broadcasting's ability to inform the public. 

Kobin commentedthatpublic televisionhadmore of an ability 

than commercial television to do live coverage of trials and 

lengthy reports. A newly formed community affairs unit at 

KTCA/KTCI-TV will do ten specials this year on various 

community issues. Important court proceedings might be a 

partoftheseissues. 

Lewis explained that Minnesota Public Radio stations, which 

reach 95% of Minnesota, spend a longer time reporting news 

events than do commercial radio or television stations. The 

stations do not take editorial positions but try to fairly 

explore both sides of important issues. Minnesota Public 

Radio stations have broadcast live the Panama Canal 
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hearings, the hearings on the sale of AWACS jets to Saudi 

Arabia and the Sandra Day O'Connor confirmation hearings. 

Minnesota Public Radio could do the same with important 

trials. Lewis would like to use this same kind of coverage 

for our courts. 

II. MINNESOTA'S CITIZENS WILL BENEFIT FROM THE PRESENCE 
OF CAMERAS AND MICROPHONES IN THE COURTROOM 

One of the central issues the Commission must consider in 

deciding whether to permit expanded broadcast coverage of 

Minnesota's courts is whether there is any benefit to be 

gained from opening the courtroom doors to advanced 

broadcast technology. The media representatives told you 

what they will do with camera and microphones. Others 

describe the benefits. 

Most of the studies of the effect of cameras andmicrophones 

on the trial process contain "next-best" data. That is, the 

studies ask the trial participants to describe their 

experiences with camera/microphone coverage and do not 

independently measure the effect of the coverage on the 

participants. Most studies reveal that trial participants 

are not unduly affected either positively or negatively by 

the presence of broadcast equipment. (See, The Wisconsin 

study, Commission Exhibit 18, andthe Florida study, Exhibit 

Dto the brief Petitioners filedwiththeir Petition). 
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There is only one published study which has attempted to 

directly measure the effect of cameras on witnesses. The 

study, done by Dr. James Hoyt, a professor of journalism at 

the University of Wisconsin, measured subjects' responses to 

questions under three conditions: questioning in the 

presence of an observable camera, questioning in the 

presence of ahidden camera andquestioningwithno camera. 

The only variable in the experiment was the presence of the 

camera. The results were surprising. There was no measurable 

difference between responses given in front of the hidden 

camera and responses given with no camera present. However, 

subjects who answered the questions in front of the 

observable camera gave longer, more thorough answers which 

were more complete and containedmore correct information. 

Thus, the only study which attempts to directly measure the 

effects of a camera on a witness (rather than collecting the 

perceptions of the witness regarding the effect) indicates 

that cameras may actually improve witnesses' testimony by 

encouraging witnesses to give longer, more correct-answers. 

Such a result is surely a benefit to a judicial system whose 

prime goal is to ascertain the truth and whose main 

assumptionisthatwitnesses will tell the truth. 
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Petitioners expect Dr. Hoyt's findings to be strengthened 

and confirmed by new research he is undertaking at the 

requestofthe AmericanBar Association Foundation. 

The other benefits to be derived from allowing advanced 

broadcast technology into Minnesota's courtrooms flow from 

the media's function in informing people about the world 

around them. People get their news from television, radio or 

the newspapers. They know about andunderstand events only to 

the extent the media report and explain such events to them. 

Who could explain the President's economic plan or the pros 

and cons of the AWACS sale if they did not read the newspaper 

and magazines or listen to television and radio? What the 

media don't tell us about current events, most of us don't 

know, and what the media can't tell us aboutcurrentevents, 

mostofus will never know. 

Whether the media will use expanded coverage rules to 

broadcast trials gavel to gavel, to present hour long 

documentaries and commentaries or to improve courtroom 

coverage on the nightly newscasts is not important. What is 

important isthatwhenthe media do any one of things (and we 

expect them to do all this and more) people will know 

somethingtheydidn'tand couldn'tknowbefore. 
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Knowledge about the judicial process -- what a courtroom 

looks like, who participates in a trial, what happens during 

atrialandhowthe outcome is determined -- can increase the 

public's respect and trust for our judicial system. If 

regular exposuretothe process can make the judicial system 

seem less frightening, less intimidating andlessmysterious 

then perhaps people will trust that system more. If regular 

exposure to the process can show the judicial system being 

fair and just to all classes of citizens under all kinds of 

circumstances then perhaps people will respect that system 

more. 

Increased exposure to the judicial system will, at the very 

least, result in increased knowledge and understanding of 

the process. Anything which can increase our knowledge and 

improve our understanding of how courts work benefits the 

premise of a democratic government: an informed citizenry. 

Most benefits to be derived from expanded coverage of our 

judicial system cannot be measured. They are intangibles 

which come from an increased awareness and deeper 

understanding of the public environment. Although these 

intangibles tend to sound like a civics lecture when 

articulated, they are important factors inmaking our system 

of laws work. If expanded courtroom coverage enhances these 

intangibles, an experiment is in order. 
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III. OBJECTIONS TO AN ENHANCED MEDIA PRESENCE IN THE 
COURTROOM 

Some initial caveats are appropriate. Over two dozen states, 

presumably populated by responsible and intelligent men and 

women, have determined that the objections to media in the 

courtroom have not been proven to exist, and that insidious 

influences upon courtroom participants have not occurred. 

This Commission has the results of exhaustive studies of 

participants in televised hearings and of their perceptions 

of the effectofthe presence of the media on them. 

The opponents to the Petition argue that these studies are 

useless, because people will not admit that the presence of 

cameras causes them to perform their duty in a shoddy 

fashion. This is ridiculous. While the surveys prepared in 

Florida and Wisconsin were not performed as part of a social 

science experiment, the validity of the data is 

unquestionable. Participants in televised proceedings could 

easily have described the tensions caused by the presence of 

cameras and microphones without challenging the job they 

performed. If those surveys demonstrated that participants 

were made nervous by the presence of cameras, and if that 

nervousness was commonly experienced, concernwould surface. 

That was not the resultofthose surveys. 
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The surveys tell us more.+ The Supreme Courts of Florida and 

Wisconsin were certainly aware of the scientific limitations 

of their studies. Their concern for the fair and efficient 

administration of justice cannot conceivably be less than 

here in Minnesota. Those Supreme Courts recognized the 

strengths and weaknesses of the surveys they commissioned, 

but they saw no serious risks in extending their experiments 

into the future. 

Finally, the experience of all testifying trial judges who 

took part in televised cases was positive. Even Judge 

Sholts, who testifiedthathe disliked the concept of cameras 

in his courtroom, could find no adverse effect from the 

presence of broadcast media inhis court. While an issue was 

raised regarding the Palm Beach Newspaper case, Judge Sholts 

acknowledged that at least one cause of that dispute was his 

own reluctance to hold a hearing and to prepare findings for 

the decision he felt was proper. Under the proposed 

guidelines now before this Commission, this problem would 

not occur. 

Although it seems almost impossible to discuss these 

arguments with any enthusiasm after the hearings, 

Petitioners will quickly catalogue certain objections and 

their responsestothose objections. 
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A. Fairness to the Parties. 

This is a serious but unproven objection to the presence of 

cameras and microphones in our courts. Conceptually, the 

issue is important. But, in fact, the element of fairness 

must be measured by the conduct of each day of each trial of 

each defendant. Obviously, Petitioners would not wish to 

participate in any event in which their mere presence 

adversely affected the outcome. 

And what is most persuasive is that when we move from the 

philosophical objection to the practical effect of cameras 

in the courtroom, as have Judges Cowart, Sholts and Barland, 

we find no unfairness because ofthatelectronic presence. 

B. Witnesses Will Refuse to Testify. 

There will always be people who will seize upon any means of 

avoiding a necessary but unpleasant task. There are also 

people whose lives or emotional well-being will be 

threatened by the presence of cameras in a courtroom. Under 

the proposed guidelines, no witness whose physical or mental 

well-beingisthreatenedwillbe reguiredtotestifybefore a 

camera. All Petitioners ask is that trial judges make a 

specific finding of such a threat, and that the finding be 

appealable. 
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In fact, as Judges Cowart and Barland testified, and as the 

experience in other states has shown, this risk evaporates 

with time, as the public becomes familiar with and accepts 

the electronic presence in a courtroom. 

C. Witnesses and Jurors Will be Adversely Affected. 

Again, the philosophical objection is strong, but practical 

experience demonstrates that this risk simply fails to 

materialize once broadcasttechnologymoves into the courts. 

People are concerned about their roles and the rules under 

which trials are conducted. If judges and lawyers appear 

unaffected by the presence of cameras and microphones, 

witnesses and jurors will accept the results of the 

experience of those participants. 

In fact, the formality of a courtroom has an affect upon 

witnesses and jurors, as do the actions of the lawyers and 

judges. That is how the process is supposedtowork. History 

simply does not support the argument that citizens will fail 

to perform their duties because of the presence of the media. 

They have not shirked their responsibility in the past and 

will not do so in the future. 

D. Other Objections. 

Several other objections were raised during the course of the 

hearings. We were told that judges would become more 
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political, while at the same time being more harassedbythe 

administrative burden placed on them by the presence of 

cameras and microphones. We were told that judges would lose 

control of their courtrooms and be unable to administer the 

law in an effective way. We were told that lawyers would 

"grandstand" before the cameras, turning a formal trial into 

a soapbox fortheirpersonal ambitions. 

Judges and lawyers in Minnesota are responsible to 

themselves, their clients, the law and the people of this 

state. They will act accordingly. 

IV. THE SHEPPARD CASE: REASON TO DENY THE PETITION? 

Opponents of the Petition happily regaled this Commission 

with the facts of the now infamous Sheppard case. 

Sheppard V. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 86 S.Ct. 1507, 16 L.Ed.zd 

600 (1966). 

Marilyn Sheppard, wife of a prominent Cleveland physician, 

was brutually murdered at her suburban home in July of 1954. 

The murder investigation and trial of Dr. Sheppard received 

incredible amounts of publicity. The county coroner carried 

out his inquest in a school gymnasium.- Dr. Sheppard was 

forced to testify for over five hours. The proceedings were 

broadcast live. 
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During the investigation, numerous police officials, the 

coroner and prosecutor continually leaked damaging leads to 

the press which consisted of "evidence" which was never 

produced at trial. As a result, pretrial publicity was 

extensive, and consistently painted Dr. Sheppard in an 

unfavorable light. 

The trial was not much better. The trial judge, two weeks 

before an election in which he and the prosecutor were 

candidates for judgeships, refused to interrogate jurors 

about their exposure to the pretrial publicity. Reporters 

were seated at a long press table a few feet from the jury 

box. The courthouse was filled with reporters and broadcast 

equipment; one radio station was allowed to broadcast live 

from a room adjoining the jury room. 

Witnesses and investigators were interviewed by the media, 

sometimes before giving their testimony. Jurors were 

identified by the press by name and address, and even posed 

in formal picture taking sessions. Although sequestered 

during their deliberations, they were allowed to make phone 

calls. 

There is no doubt but that bedlam reigned during Dr. 

Sheppard's trial; there can be little doubt but that Dr. 

Sheppard's right to due process was violated and that the 

reversalofhis convictionbythe Supreme Court was correct. 
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Who is to blame? The Supreme Court correctly laid the blame 

upon the person charged with the protection of a defendant's 

rights. 

1’ 
. . . the state trial judge did not 

fulfill his duty to protect Sheppard 
from the inherently prejudicial 
publicity which saturated the community 
and to control disruptive influences in 
the courtroom..." 

Id., 384U.S. at363, 16 L.Ed.2d at621. 

In an unusual move, the Supreme Court noted several actions 

which could have been taken by the trial court which "would 

have been sufficient to guarantee Sheppard a fair trial.' 

The court could have adopted stricter rules governing the 

courtroom activities of the media. The jury could have been 

insulated from the public. Lawyers, witnesses and public 

officials could have been ordered to refrain from making 

extra-judicial statements. 

"Had the judge, the other officers of 
the court, and the police placed the 
interest of justice first, the news 
media would have soon learned to be 
content with the task of reporting the 
case as it unfolded in the courtroom -- 
notpiecedtogether from extra-judicial 
statements." 

Id., 384 U.S. at362, 16 L.Ed.2d at620. 

Frankly, reliance upon the Shepparddecisionby opponents of 

an enhanced media presence in the courtroom is completely 
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misplaced. Had public officials acted properly, no damage 

would have been done to Dr. Sheppard's constitutional 

rights. 

Petitioners do not ask for the right to turn Minnesota 

courtrooms into carnivals or circuses. They want to enhance 

their reports from those courtrooms. They expect, and, as 

citizens, hope that trial judges maintain control over their 

courtrooms. To tar the media with the failure of public 

officials to do their duty is unfair, and reliance on 

Sheppard to keep Petitioners from the courtroom is absurd. 

In fact, Sheppard suggests that use of a few protective 

measures, routinely utilized even now in Minnesota courts, 

provides more than adequate protection for a criminal 

defendant's constitutional rights. 

V. THE ESTES CASE: IS IT GOOD LAW? 

The opponents to the Petition rely on the arguments presented 

by the Supreme Court against a broadcast and photographic 

presence inthetrialcourts inEstes v. Texas, 381U.S. 532, 

85 S.Ct. 1628, 14 L.Ed.2d 543 (1965). For a number of 

reasons, the opponents to the Petition againmiss the point. 

Billie Sol Estes, a well-known financier with political 

connections, was convicted for swindling in a Texas state 

court in 1962. A two daypretrialhearingwas carried live on 
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radio and television. Twelve cameras and.theirtechnicians, 

still photographers and assortedbroadcastparaphenalia were 

jammed into the courtroom. Live broadcasting was prohibited 

during the trial, although four cameras were placed in a 

booth at the back of the courtroom to record portions of the 

proceedings for use on eveningnewscasts. 

The United States Supreme Court reversed Estes' conviction 

on the ground that Estes was deprived of due process of law by 

the televising and broadcasting of some of the proceedings. 

Chief Justice Warren and Justice Clark wrote harsh 

indictments of the broadcast coverage of these trial 

proceedings. In fact, most of the arguments made by the 

opponents to the Petitionbeforethis Commissionwereusedby 

these Justices. 

Four Justices believed that televising trial proceedings was 

inherently a denial of due process. However, because Justice 

Harlan's vote for reversal was necessary for a majority, his 

separate opinion received much attention. To many 

commentators, Justice Harlan's opinion seemed limited to the 

circumstances of the Estesproceedings. 

Thus, the question of the constitutionality of a broadcast 

presence in the courtroomwas open, at 1eastuntilJanuary of 

1981. At that time the Supreme Court, through Chief Justice 
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Burger, closely analyzed Justice Harlan's opinion, andin so 

doing expressly limited the holdinginEstes to the peculiar 

circumstances of that case. As Chief Justice Burger pointed 

out: 

‘1 
. f . we conclude that Estes is not to be 

read as announcing a constitutional 
rule barring still photographic, radio 
andtelevisioncoverage in all cases and 
under all circumstances. It does not 
stand as an absolute ban on state 
experimentation with an evolving 
technology, which, in terms of modes of 
mass communication, was in its relative 
infancy in 1964, and is, even now, in a 
state of continuing change. (Footnote 
omitted.) 

Chandler v. Florida, 
L.Ed.2d 740, 751 (1981). 

U.S. I 66 

Chandler's limitation of Estes to its own facts is important 

because it allows state experimentation with broadcast and 

photographic technology in courtrooms. It is more important 

because it rejects the arguments found to be persuasive in 

Estes, which have been asserted almost verbatiminthis case 

by the opponents to the Petition. 

Why did such a fundamental change of philosophy occur in the 

span of sixteen years? Why is the present Supreme Court 

willing to allow experimentation with broadcast technology 

in courtrooms? One reason for the change, of course, is that 

the Court has changed. Younger members have been appointed, 
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who have become familiar with television and radio news 

coverage. Familiarity reduces the fear ofunknowndanger, as 

it reduces the psychological impact of the media‘s presence. 

Because of technological advances, the presence of news 

media has become a common occurrence. We are used to small 

handheld cameras being used everywhere in the community, and 

have come to expect the personal and firsthand news coverage 

which results from the use ofthistechnology. 

The Estes decision may have been necessary to curb the 

excesses of an infant television industry in 1962, and to 

protect people then unaccustomed to its presence. However, 

the industry has grown and matured. Its audiences are more 

sophisticated and demanding, and its presence more 

acceptable. 

Those who continue to mouth the objections raised in Estes 

simply ignore the effects of the passage of time. It is no 

wonder that Mr. Hirschhorn, using1962 arguments, completely 

failed to convince a 1981 court of their validity. As we 

pointed outtothis Commission, Mr. Hirschhorn lost his case, 

because he refused to acknowledge that the news media occupy 

a position of importance in our society and perform a 

necessary informational function. Estes is no longer good 

law, because the circumstances which caused it are not and 

willneverbe withus again. 
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VI. EXPERIENCE IN OTHER STATES 

As of August 6, 1981, twenty-six states permit some type of 

electronic or photographic coverage of both their trial and 

appellate courts. Another six states (including Minnesota) 

permit such coverage at only the appellate level and one 

other state (Pennsylvania) permits such coverage only at the 

trial level. Of these states, fifteen have rules permitting 

permanent coverage atboththe trial and appellate level, and 

five have rules permitting permanent coverage on the 

appellate level. 

In all 33 states which permit some type of expanded coverage 

the court retains the absolute right to prohibit or limit the 

coverage. The authority of a judge to control the courtroom 

is not hampered by expanded coverage rules. 

Six states require the consent of the parties in civil cases 

and criminal appeals before coverage is permitted and five 

states allow each party to choose whether or not to be 

covered (if one party chooses not to be covered, the rest of 

the trial can still be broadcast). Twenty-two states do not 

require the consent of the parties before a civil trial or 

criminalappealcanbe covered. 

Six states require the consent of the attorneys before a 

civil case or a criminal appeal can be covered. The 

remaining27 states do not require such consent. 
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Of the 27 states which permit electronic coverage at a trial 

court level, ten permit individual witnesses to object to 

coverage of their own testimony and fourteen states do not. 

One state gives the right to object to coverage only to 

victims of crimes and two states give such right only to 

witnesses appearingunder court order or subpoena. 

Surveying the 26l states whichpermitcoverage of jury trials 

(both civil and criminal), sevenpermitindividual jurors to 

object to coverage of themselves, two permit only jurors in 

attendance by court order or subpoena to object and one does 

not permit any coverage of the jury. Of the 16 states which 

permit jury coverage but do not require the consent of the 

jurors for such coverage, two states prohibit individual 

coverage of jurors and one state requires the express prior 

approvalofthe presiding judge of the state Superior Court. 

Of the 242 states which permit coverage of criminal trials, 

eight require the defendant's consent and four allow an 

individual defendant to object to coverage of his own 

1 Pennsylvania permits only non-jury cases to be 
electronically covered. 

2 Maryland, New York andPennsylvaniapermitonly civil 
trials to be electronically covered. 
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testimony. -The remaining twelve states do not require the 

defendant's consent in any fashion. 

In these same 24 states, six require the prosecutor's consent 

before coverage is permitted and18 do not. 

Within this general consent/no consent framework several 

states have carved out special rules governing coverage of 

certain types of courtproceedings. The types of proceedings 

which are treated in this fashion include juvenile matters, 

family court matters, sexual assault cases and cases 

involving undercover agents or trade secrets. 

VII. RELIEF SOUGHT BY THE PETITIONER 

Initially, Petitioners wish to amend the proposed guidelines 

attached to their Petition. The proposed guidelines, in 

paragraph l(b), would now allow only one still photographer 

into the courtroom. The experience in the Minnesota Supreme 

Court, andinthese proceedings, leads to the conclusion that 

two still photographers should be allowed into the 

courtroom. Petititioners therefore amend paragraph l(b) of 

the proposed guidelines to read as follows: 

Not more than two still photographers, 
each utilizing not more than two still 
cameras with not more than two lenses 
for each camera, and related equipment 
for print purposes, shall be permitted 
in anyproceedingin anytrialcourt. 
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The proposed guidelines provide the news mediawith a chance 

to expand and enhance their coverage of courtroom 

proceedings. The amended canon does not interfere with a 

judge's ability to control her courtroom. More importantly, 

the amended canon provides standards which allow the news 

media to assess the validity of a trial judge's decisions, 

and the prompt appeals process set forth in the proposed 

guidelines insures a quick resolution of any dispute. The 

process willworkto everyone's benefit. 

As Petitioners pointed out during these hearings, any 

attempt to require the consent of trial participants will 

simply negate the possibility of electronic coverage of 

trial proceedings. Serious individual objections may be 

dealt with on a case-by-case basis. If you believe that 

electronic coverage will not adversely affect trial 

proceedings, there is no need for a consent requirement. 

This Commission may feel that certain classes of witnesses 

require specific protection. Some examples are: victims of 

sexual assault and undercover agents. Some proceedings may 

be exempt from coverage, such as juvenile court proceedings. 

Florida and Wisconsin have set forth formal, but limited, 

exceptions to coverage, relying on the power of trial judges 

to control activities in their courtrooms. Petitioners 
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believe a similar system would work in Minnesota. There is 

no need to overdefine protected groups prior to any 

experimental period. In Florida and Wisconsin, the coverage 

experiment proved that few serious objections to coverage 

arose in the practical world. 

Finally, Petitioners categorically reject any argument that 

coverage should be limited to civil matters. If you believe 

there are serious risks caused by an enhancedmediapresence 

in the criminal court, those risks, by their very nature I 

will affect the civil litigation process as well. Excluding 

cameras and microphones from criminal courts will reflect a 

lack of confidence in the protections providedbythe amended 

canon and proposed guidelines. Respected sister states have 

refused to be impressed by such a double standard. 

Petitioners respectfully request that this Commission 

recommend to the Minnesota Supreme Court that it adopt, on an 

experimental basis, the amended canon and proposed 

guidelines attached as e.xhibits to the Petition. 

CONCLUSION 

At the root of Petitioners' request is a wish, enunciated by 

the many media representatives who testified, to improve 

their coverage of courtroom events. It is typical of 

professionals to want to improve the work they do; 

Petitioners are such professionals. It is also typical that 
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many people do not wis"h to change a process which has worked 

for them in the past; the judicial system is one such 

process. 

This tension exists between Petitioners and those opposed to 

any change in courtroom coverage. The only way this tension 

will dissipate is to allow the news media and the legal 

community to work on a common understanding during a period 

of experimentation. Remember, those judges who testified on 

behalf of an enhanced media presence felt strongly that 

problems were resolved by close cooperation between the 

thirdbranch of governmentandthe fourth estate. 

The press will benefit from enhanced coverage. The judicial 

system will benefit from more thorough coverage of its 

proceedings. And, without a doubt, Minnesota citizens will 

benefit from more direct coverage of their courts. The 

effects willonlybe felt overtime. Buttheywill occur. 

To refuse to accept this fact is to ignore the placethatnews 

organizations occupy in our continuing effort to make sense 

of the things that affect us. To refuse to allow an 

experiment is to deny the obvious: that people rely now, and 

will even more so in the future, on the news media for the 

communication of facts and events. This may make you 

uncomfortable, but it is the truth. 
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To deny this group of professionals the chance to improve its 

coverage of the courts denies to Minnesota citizens more 

direct information about the operation of the judicial 

system. People will benefit from more information. The job 

of the courts may be easier because of this increased 

knowledge. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dated: November 2, 1981 OPPENHEIMER, WOLFF, FOSTER, 
SHEPARD AND DONNELLY 

Catherine A. Cella 
1700 First Bank Building 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101 
(612) 227 - 7271 

ATTORNEYS FOR PETITIONERS 
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August 10, 1981, "the Minnesota Advisory Commission on Cameras 

in the Courtroom" was created. Following this, the Commission 

met on August 21, 1981. After several other organizational 

meetings, hearings were held on October 5, 6, 12, 13, and 20, 

1981. 

Following the close of testimony, the Commissioners made 

findings of fact which were issued on January 11, 1982. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The majority of the Commission found that still cameras 

cannot be totally muted in the courtroom *(p.7);,that there may 

be a distraction of court proceedings by the presence of video 

c 
and still: cameras (p. 7); that there is no fail-safe way of 

preventing audio pickup of conversations at the bench (p. 8); 

and that experiments to date are inconclusive as to the impact 

of cameras in the courtroom (p. 8). 

The Commission further concluded that the rights of a 

litigant must prevail over all other rights, as there is no 

constitutional right by the pre.ss to video or audio coverage 

of trial court proceedings (p. 9). 

With respect to claims by the petitioners that cameras 

in the courtroom will permit more accurate coverage of court 

---------- 

c 

* page references are to the Report of the Commission dated 

January 11, 1982. 



b 
proceedings and education of the general public, the Commission 

found that video and audio coverage has generally been limited 

to a few minutes or even sec0nd.s -of a regularly scheduled news 

program (p. 10). With respect to the conduct of the media in 

coverage, the Commission had called to its attention strong 

evidence (emphasis added) "of real absence in good taste and in 

concern for sensibilities of individuals . . ., including 

specific evidence of rather poor taste directed against the 

presiding judge when rulings adverse to the media were made by 

him" (p. 11). 

Finally, the Commission noted that the Minnesota 

District Judges Association, the Minnesota State Bar 

Association, and the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association were 

c 
all opposed to television or audio reporting of trial court 

proceedings (p. 14). 

Concluding, the Commission held that an affirmative 

burden was placed on the petitioners to show that the change 

was necessary or desirable, and that the burden had not been 

met' (p. 15, 18). There was no evidence of any advantages to 

cameras in the courtroom, as well as no evidence of any public 

demand for such coverage (p. 16). Further, there was no 

evidence of any meaningful education or informational value to 

the public from the "limited and unbalanced coverage that is 

characteristic of presenting video and audio coverage under 

current commercial television news formats for such coverage" 

(page 17). 

2 



ARGUMENTS 

I. CANON 3A(7) SHOULD NOT BE MODIFIED ON A PERMANENT 

BASIS. 

The Commission's findings leave little doubt that no 

permanent change should be made in Canon 3A(7) of the Canons of 

Judicial Conduct. All three Commissioners found that the 

Petitioners had failed to produce evidence sufficient to justify 

a change in the Canon. 

c 

Without long elaboration, we would point out that in each 

area of claimed "advantages" of cameras in the courtroom, the 

Petitioners could not produce evidence to prove an "advantage". 

Even the so-called "education of the public advantages" were 

found to not exist due to the types of coverage routinely 

provided by the collective "media". 

The key to the findings must focus on the rights of the 

litigants to a fair trial, as opposed to any,so-called rights of 

the media (p. 9). Courts were not established to help 

television stations increase their ratings, or to let newspapers 

sell more classified ads. Our court system has evolved over 

many hundreds of years to obtain justice for individuals. 

This is not to say that technical progress has not been 

brought to the court by way of videotaped depositions and 

demonstrations, use of psychologists in jury selection; use of 

overhead projectors, and other advancements. However, a review 

of the introduction of each new step of technology, from 

c 
3 



b 
day-in-the-life-of movies to videotape to slides, has been 

justified by the courts because of the need of an individual 

litigant. No court decisions justify the introduction of a 

change in the court system on the basis of a public need 

exceeding the needs of an individual. 

This focus on the individual must remain the focal point of 

the courts. As long as there is a chance that the trial process 

will be affected by cameras in the courtroom, then Canon 3A(7) 

should be left as is. 

A. The media of this State have not demonstrated 

their public responsibility.' 

The history of cameras in the courtroom revolves 

around the cases of Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 85 S.Ct. 1628 

c (1965) and Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 86 S.Ct. 1507 

(1966). Both of these cases demonstrated the total inability of 

the press to restrain itself once access to the courtroom was 

granted. The conduct of the media at the Sheppard trial was 

described by the Supreme Court in the following sentence: "The 

fact is that bedlam reigned at the courthouse during the trial 

and newsmen took over practically the entire courtroom, 

hounding most of the participants in the trial, especially 

Sheppard". 384 U.S. at 355, 86 S.Ct. at 1518. The Ohio Supreme 

Court described the case as: 

c 

Murder and mystery, society, sex 
and suspense were combined in this 
case in such a manner as to 
intrigue and captivate the public 
fancy to a degree perhaps unpara- 
llelled in recent annals. Through- 
out the preindictment investiga- 
tion, the subsequent legal 
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b scrimmages and the nine week trial, 
circulation conscious editors 
catered to the insatiable interest 
of the American public in the 
bizarre . . . In this atmosphere of 
a 'Roman holiday' for the news 
media, Sam Sheppard stood trial for 
his life. 165 Ohio St. at 294, 135 
N.E.2d at 342. 

Although the Commission found that local media 

representatives "spoke very positively and with every appearance 

of sincerity about their sense of public responsibility and the 

conduct that can be expected of them in connection with 

courtroom proceedings", the Commission also found that there was 

evidence of lapses in good taste and in concern for the 

sensibilities of individuals. 

These concerns should not go by without elaboration, 

ci as two recent instances of media action demonstrate most clearly 

that the local media is motivated by the same concerns as the 

papers, television, and radio found in Sheppard. These recent 

cases show that the media is not at a point in its "maturity" 

that it should be trusted with video and audio equipment in the 

courtroom. 1 

The first instance occurred when representatives of KSTP 

and WCC0 sued for release of the Mingh Sen Shiue videotapes 

which were made of Mr. Shiue raping Mary Stauffer following her 

kidnap. Although the only purpose for release of those tapes 

would be the titillation of the public, KSTP and WCC0 maintained 

that the ,tapes would not be misused in any way. Judge Devitt 

(I.2 

lost, no time in ruling that such a request was not proper and 

5 



c would not be honored by release of the tapes. In re Application -- 

of KSTP Television, 504 F.Supp. 360 (D. Minn. 1980). 

The more recent coverage of questionable merit was the 

publicity surrounding Judge Crane Winton. The implications .from 

the coverage were such that the Minnesota State Bar Association 

felt compelled to comment on the actions of WCCO. Such comment 

was as unprecedented as the coverage provided by WCCO. 

Although the local media would like to claim that they 

have grown up since the days of Sheppard and Estes, such growth 

is not demonstrated by the recent actions in court related 

items. One can only imagine the lead-in advertisements for the 

ten o'c1oc.k news should cameras be al1owed.i.n the courtroom. 

The findings of all three Commissioners concerning 

c, permanent modification to Canon 3A(7) need no further discussion 

from the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association. All of the 

findings indicate that there is no reason to' risk harm to 

individual litigants by allowing cameras into the courtroom. 

For this reason, the Supreme Court should make no permanent 

modification to Rule 3A(7). 

II. NO EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR CAMERAS 

IN THE COURTROOM. 

All three Commission members found that petitioners 'had 

not sustained their burden of proving that no harm would be 

caused by amending Canon 3A(7) of the Code of Judicial 

Conduct. 

c 

The Commission members went on to find that the 

coverage did not have educational benefit and that costs of 
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c the courts would be increased because of the additional need 

for sequestration of jurors during. court proceedings. Despite 

such findings, two members of. the Commission went on to 

recommend that the Supreme Court authorize an experimental 

period for cameras in the courtroom. 

Why? 

The stated reason is that without an experiment we will 

not know the impact of cameras in the courtroom, or the costs 

associated with audio and video broadcasts. 

If this is the .real reason that the Commission recommended 

an experimental period in Minnesota, there is an easier way to 

obtain the data without amending Canon 3A(7). The method to 

obtain the data would be to sit back and wait for the evidence 

c to come in from states which have authorized such experiments or 

are now allowing cameras in the courtroom as a matter of course. 

Such a wait .would avoid any conflict between individual rights 

and "public" rights, and assure that no Minnesotan would be 

adversely affected by the audio and visual presentation of trial 

coverage. 

The real reason for allowing an experimental period would 

be to guarantee that cameras be forever ensconced in Minnesota 

courtrooms. As the two Commission members who recommend the 

experiment noted "no evidence was presented to the Commission 

that any states which had adopted rules on an experimental basis 

have revoked such rules . . ." (p. 13). Given this quote, it is 

c 

doubtful that the real reason for an experiment was to obtain 

data on cameras in the courtroom. 

.7 



c What would happen if an experiment was started which would 

allow cameras in the courtroom in Minnesota? 

It is doubtful that any experimental research data would 

be accumulated for use by the Supreme Court by such an 

experiment. The State certainly does not have the money for 

additional research to be conducted by sociologists, 

psychologists, or others, should an experiment be undertaken. 

Thus, an experimental period would not provide data otherwise 

available. Given the opposition of the MSBA and the MTLA, there 

will not be funding for research from the private bar. 

The media would certainly not fund a study which might have 

adverse results. The likelihood of any data being accumulated 

during an experimental period is minimal. 

c In addition, at the time of the current state financial 

crisis, who is going to pay: (1) the additional costs of 

sequestration of jurors; and (2) the cost of retrial for any 

case found "tainted" by the presence of cameras in the court- 

room? The litigants won't. The media has not offered to. 

The State can't afford it. The answer of course is that such 

costs would ultimately be passed back to the taxpayers. 

Further, under existing case law, it will be a virtual 

impossibility for a litigant to overthrow a verdict by reason of 

the influence of cameras on a Minnesota jury. Such an attempt 

would run into Schwartz v. Minneapolis Suburban & Bus Company, 

104 N.W.2d 301 (1960), which prevents a gathering of information 

c 

by a,defeated litigant except in special circumstances. 
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c In Schwartz, this court held that a jury verdict could not 

be challenged on the grounds of jury misconduct unless: (1) 

the facts of misconduct come to.light after a trial; (2) the 

matter is called to the attention of the trial court; (3) the 

court determines that the facts warrant an investigation; (4) 

following a hearing the court determines that the defeated 

litigant was prejudiced by jury misconduct or influence from 

outside sources. This precedent stands as firmly today as it 

did at the time it was decided, despite several challenges since 

1960. 

Under the Schwartz doctrine, it will not be possible for a 

litigant to successfully challenge misconduct by the media 

without going through all of the steps set forth above. Because 

b a defeated litigant may not undertake a jury investigation under 

the dictates of Schwartz, the influences of cameras in the 

courtroom will not come to light. 

The media could suggest that to get around the Schwartz 

doctrine, a modification be made in the ruling for purposes of 

an experimental period. Where this court has determined the 

proper way for a litigant to attack a jury verdict, such a 

determination should not be upset merely for the purpose of 

getting cameras in the courtroom. To do so would be to ignore 

the dictates of State ex. rel. Foster v. Naftalin, 74 N.W.2d 

249 (1956), before a decision of the Supreme Court is overruled 

or ignored in subsequent cases, there should be some good reason 

c/ 

for ,doing so. 74 N.W.2d at 267. Here, there is no good reason 
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to change our protection of jurors from harassment by allowing 

post-trial interviews. 

Schwartz was decided the way.it was to prevent harassment 

of jurors. Any change in that position should only come about 

in the,crucible of a live controversy rather than in the context 

now raised before this court. 

CONCLUSION 

There is a constant demand from the media that cameras be 

allowed in the courtroom. This issue has been before the 

Minnesota State Bar Association Convention, before the 

Convention of the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association, and now, 

by petition, before this court. 

There is no need for cameras in the 

c presence will not enhance the trial process 

courtroom. Their 

; will not provide 

better coverage of trials for the public; and will not enhance 

the purpose for which courts exist. 

On the other hand, the Commission appointed by this court 

has found that there can be intrusions on the trial.process; 

that costs will be increased (in an unknown amount); that lapses 

in good taste and in concern. for the sensibilities of 

individuals have occurred; and that the Petitioners have failed 

to sustain their burden of proof. Given this, this court should 

deny the Petition and leave Canon 3A(7) as is. 

Respectfully submitted, 

P-- 

715 Cargill Bu' ding 
Minneapolis, M P 55402 
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